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PuLpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to analyze a set of instructional

materials for sex bias/sex stereotyping and to test statistically for

the significance, direction, frequency, and amount of change between the

original (PRE) and the revised (POST) selected cognitive style mapping

inventory element items.

Procedure

The study is based on the requirements of Federal Law, Title II, PL

94-482, 1976, that contains a strong commitment for the elimination of

sex bias and sex stereotyping in vocational education.

The related literature was studied to locate any criteria that

could be used for content analysis. Since there were no usable criteria

located, a usable set of criteria based on the review was established

with four main categories and fourteen subcategories. This set of

criteria was then used to analyze and rewrite the forty-eight identified

items of the total of one hundred forty-seven within the four selected

mapping inventories.



The data gathered in the traditional pre/post design were analyzed

by the IBM SPSS--Statistical Package for the Social Sciences--computer

program according to the method and design preestablished by the

selection of nine vocational program student groups, three each in (a)

MIXED: both male and female, (b) PREDOMINATE FEMALE, and (c)

PREDOMINATE MALE. The assumptions of twelve hypotheses were tested for

each of the seventeen mapping elements out of the total of twenty-seven

elements and the element item subparts, using one-way analysis of

variance and two-way analysis of covariance.

Conclusions

The first level of data analysis showed that within the twelve

hypotheses there were twenty-eight significant elements that had to be

further tested for element item significance.

The second level of data analysis showed that within nine of the

hypotheses there were seven significant element items.

The major findings and conclusions of the research study show that:

1. Sex bias/sex stereotyping existed within the cognitive style

mapping element items.

2. Sex bias/sex stereotyping reference language can be identified and

eliminated.

3. Sex bias/sex stereotyping elimination did not significantly affect

the outcome of the inventory element item response selection.

4. Sex bias/sex stereotyping reference elimination should produce a

similar cognitive style mapping inventory profile.

Future Directions

1. The cognitive style mapping items which were not analyzed for sex

bias/sex stereotyping and statistically tested should be analyzed

using the same procedures as the present study.



2. The present study should be replicated using the same design to

ascertain if another selected population group and subgroups would

produce the same or similar results.

3. The present study should be expanded by including other factors to

determine the causes why the male and female vocational program are

both positively and negatively significant.

4. The present study should be replicated with a different mix of

student groups to ascertain if the same or similar results would be

produced.

5. The present study shows that sex bias/sex stereotyping research

needs to be continued.
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AN ANALYSIS FOR POTENTIAL SEX BIAS AND SEX STEREOTYPING

IN SELECTED COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING PROGRAM INVENTORIES

AS IMPLEMENTED AT THE FOX VALLEY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

APPLETON, WISCONSIN 54913

I. INTRODUCTION

In a social and cultural environment that has produced the awareness

and involvement of the problems of long-term discrimination against both

the person and the roles of females, a move to combat this form of

prejudice took the form of the Educational Amendments of 1972, Title IX.

These amendments called for the elimination of sex discrimination in

federally assisted vocational education programs. The 1972 Amendments

were strengthened by the Educational Amendments of 1976 (PL 94-482,

Title II) by mandating the elimination of sex bias and sex stereotyp-

ing in all federally assisted vocational education programs.

Background of the Problem

Since the passage of both the 1972 and 1976 Educational Amendments,

there has been much thought, said, and written by the various advocate

individuals and groups about the treatment of the female from just about

all possible perspectives concerning functions and roles in the American

culture.

Now that the awareness has risen, there is a definite need to meet

the letter of the law and implement the means to identify and eliminate

sex bias and sex stereotyping in vocational education.

In order to meet both the need to eliminate sexism in vocational

education and to comply with the law, methods and procedures need to be

developed and statistically tested. These aspects prompted this research

study.
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Statement of the Problem

The vocational and technical education programs at the Fox Valley

Technical Institute (FVTI) are financially assisted by funds from both

the state and federal levels. Thus, FVTI comes under both Educational

Amendments, 1972 and 1976. Since federal dollars are involved, FVTI

needs to show how sexism is being eliminated from both existing and new

educational programs.

Since the inception, implementation, and modification of the

mapping program, there have been several changes made in the directions

and parameters of vocational education, especially under the guidelines

and regulations of the Educational Amendments of 1976 (PL 94-482,

Title II) signed by then President Gerald Ford, requiring the identifi-

cation and elimination of barriers and biases in vocational education

programs and the provision of educational services to all types of

learners for all levels of vocational education.

The present format of the cognitive style mapping program is a very

usable means for diagnosing and identifying the strengths and weaknesses

of the learner's educational cognitive style.

Since cognitive style mapping can be utilized to diagnose and to

identify the strengths and weaknesses of the learner's educational

cognitive style, the inventories that make up the mapping program needed

to be analyzed and revised to eliminate potential item biases that may

discriminate (through such aspects as sex bias and/or sex stereotyping)

against both the "traditional" and "nontraditional" learners.
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Rationale for the Study

There have been many aspects discussed as to procedures and methods

of eliminating sexism from educational programs. At the time of the

review of the related literature for this study, no research studies

were found that dealt with the issue of whether or not the elimination

of sexism from educational materials really makes a difference.

As shown in the review of related literature, many individuals and

groups have proposed various means to evaluate and identify sexism in

its many forms in the educational process.

This study goes beyond just proposing an identification process:

that of developing, implementing, and statistically evaluating the

changes made in the educational materials.

The focus of this research study is to analyze and modify the

cognitive style mapping program inventories to eliminate sex bias and

sex stereotyping.

Need for the Study

The selection of educational materials to test the sexism

identification procedures was based on the concept of materials that

affect a large number of the students at FVTI.

Since most of the full-time students entering FVTI go through the

cognitive style mapping program as part of the orientation and registra-

tion program, this set of materials was selected for the study.

The selection of the cognitive style mapping program inventories

for sexism analysis would affect the largest number of students at FVTI.

Historical Construct Development/Implementation

The cognitive style mapping program was planned, developed, and

implemented by Hill and Nunney (1971) during the late 1960's and was

copyrighted in 1971.
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During the 1971-1972 school year, under the direction of Oen (1971),

the Fox Valley Technical Institute used the cognitive style mapping

program to conduct research and feasibility studies with selected student

groups and vocational/technical programs. Profiles were generated at

Oakland for the FVTI student groups.

The next two years, 1972 to 1974, of further research brought about

the total implementation of the cognitive style mapping program at FVTI

through the purchase of the computer software program from Oakland

Community College in the spring of 1974. Also in 1974, Oakland revised

the original thirty-seven elements to the present twenty-seven elements.

Then, under the direction of Ihlenfeldt (1977), further modi-

fications of the original mapping program were developed. The major

modification is the prescriptive narration component copyrighted by FVTI

in 1977.

To aid in student and instructor use of the profiles, an inter-

pretative narration is printed on the bottom half of the individual's

map. The presence or absence of a given element or combination of

elements generates a narration from a list of sixty-seven predetermined

prescriptive statements.

This brief historical development and implementation description

provides the background and setting for this research study.

Statement of Goals

The following goals outline the overall approach used in this

research:

A. Analysis of the cognitive style mapping program battery of

inventories for possible item biases.

B. Identification and modification of any biased items.
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Statement of Procedural Objectives

The following procedural objectives provide the general structure

for the research study:

A. Conduct a cognitive style mapping program inventory item

analysis to identify any potentially biased and/or stereotyped

items, using selected analysis criteria.

B. Modify the identified items to eliminate, if possible, the

bias and/or stereotype.

C. Administer MODIFIED inventory items of the cognitive style

mapping program to the selected control group of learners to

gather the responses for the post-test scores (MODIFIED).

D. Gather the scores for the identified items from the PRESENT

format responses.

E. Statistically analyze the pretest scores (PRESENT format

inventory items) and the post-test scores (MODIFIED format

inventory items).

F Identify, compare, evaluate, and assess any changes that may

occur between the PRESENT and the MODIFIED test scores for the

selected control group of learners.

G. Report and interpret the findings of the statistical analyses.

This chapter presents an overall approach to the research study for

the analysis for potential sex bias and sex stereotyping and the revision/

modification of the identified items in the cognitive style mapping

program inventories as implemented at the Fox Valley Technical Institute.

Definition of Terms

The following constitute important terms in this research report.

The terms and definitions are given to clarify the meaning as they are

used in this document; other terms used in the text are self-explanatory.
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Sex-Related Terms

Sex Balanced. The concept of "balance" means the equipoise between

contrasting, opposing, or interacting elements (Webster's, 1974, p. 84).

As used in this report, "sex balance" means equal treatment of both

sexes by frequency of references in the educational materials.

Sex Bias. The concept of "bias" means to give a settled and often

prejudiced outlook to the topic (Webster's, 1974, p. 106). Educational

materials "...that depend primarily on the sex, age, social status, or

other characteristic of the recipient rather than on a comprehensive and

valid assessment of a person's interests are sex biased" (Diamond, 1975,

p. 24). Also, sex bias is defined as any factor that influences self-

limitation, or limitation by others, solely on the basis of gender

(Diamond, 1975, p. xxiii).

Sex Equity. This term means that there is justice according to

natural law or right, with freedom from bias or favoritism (Webster's,

1974, p. 387). "Sex equity" means that the educational materials show a

fair and equal treatment to the roles and functions of both sexes.

Sex Fair. This concept means that materials are marked by

impartiality and honesty; free from self-interest, prejudice or favori-

tism (unbiased); free from favor toward either or any side (Webster's,

1974, p. 411). Diamond (1975, p. 19) states that inventories should be

evaluated for "sex fairness" "...do they have effects or outcomes for

both sexes that are about equal in number and magnitude, although such

effects may differ in kind?"

Sex Free. Webster's (1974, p. 457) defines "free" as having a

scope unrestricted by qualification. In relation to this project, "sex

free" means the elimination of single, stereotyped sex references as to

topic, content, and/or roles from the educational materials.



Sexism. "Prejudice or discrimination against women" is the meaning

given this term by Webster's (1974, p. 1062). Nilsen, et. al., (1977,

p. 182), quotes the NCTE Guidelines to define "sexism"--as "words or

actions that arbitrarily assign roles to people on the basis of sex...

includes any usage that unfairly delimits the aspirations or attributes

of either sex."

Sex Stereotype. This term means something conforming to a fixed or

general pattern; a standardized mental picture that is held in common by

members of a group and that represents an oversimplified opinion, affec-

tive attitude, or uncritical judgments (Webster's, 1974, p. 1141).

Tuchman, et. al., (1978, p. 5) states that stereotypes are "con-

fining...set portrayals of sex-appropriate appearance, interests,

skills, behaviors, and self-perceptions."

Sex Roles. Webster's (1974, p. 1003) cites that these are "a

socially expected behavior pattern determined by an individual's status

in a particular society.

Research Study Related Terms

Inventory. This term signifies a segment of the cognitive style

mapping program. There are sixteen inventories that comprise the mapping

battery.

Item. Each inventory in the cognitive style mapping program is

made up of a series of items that the learner responds to for the develop-

ment of the map or profile.

Map. The computer-generated printout that shows the learner's

preferred style of learning.

Modified. The rewritten, revised inventory items that were

readministered to check for the elimination of sex bias and/or sex

stereotype references.
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Original. The items from the selected inventories that contained

sex bias and/or sex stereotype references are called "original" and/or

"PRE" and/or "present" in this study.

POST. The items from the selected inventories that were rewritten

to eliminate sex bias and/or sex stereotype references are called "POST"

and/or "revised" and/or "modified" in this study.

PRE. See Original.

Present. See Original.

Profile. See Map.

Test. This term is designated as either PRE or POST in this

study.

Cognitive Style Mapping Related Terms

Educational Sciences. Hill and Nunney (1971, p. 2) described the

theoretical basis for the educational sciences, of which cognitive style

mapping is a component, as:

The Educational Sciences provide a conceptual
framework and scientific language for the applied
field of knowledge called education.... With the
development of the Educational Sciences, the solutions
of problems and explanations of phenomena are
facilitated and educational problems accruing to
inadequate communication, misinterpretation of
information, and fragmentation of effort are alleviated.
In the process of creating and developing the
Educational Sciences, the following assumptions are
made:

1. Education is the process of searching for
meaning.

2. Thought is different from language.
3. Man is a social creature with a unique capacity

for deriving meaning from his environment and
personal experiences through the creation and
use of symbols.

4. Not content with biological satisfactions
alone, man continually seeks meaning.
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These assumptions are essential to the conceptual
framework for education called the Educational
Sciences.

At the present time, there are seven Educational
Sciences:

1. Symbols and their meanings.
2. Cultural determinants of the meanings of

symbols.
3. Modalities of inference.
4. Biochemical and electrophysiological aspects

of memory--concern.
5. Cognitive Styles of individuals.
6. Teaching styles, administrative styles, and

counseling styles.
7. Systematic analysis decision making.

Cognitive Style Map Elements

Ihlenfeldt (1976, pp. 1-2) explains the symbols, names, and meanings

of the twenty-seven elements in an abstraction from Hill and Nunney

(1971, pp. 4-6).

The cognitive style map or profile is a computer printout that can

include a listing of twenty-seven achievement and personality elements

to depict an individual's preferred educational cognitive style. The

symbols, names, and meanings of the elements are summarized as follows:

1. The individual's ability to learn using:

T(AL) - Theoretical Auditory Linguistics -
auditory words

T(VL) - Theoretical Visual Linguistics
visual words

T(AQ) Theoretical Auditory Quantitative
auditory numbers

T(VQ) - Theoretical Visual Quantitative -
visual numbers

Q(A) - Qualitative Auditory -
sounds other than words
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Q(V) - Qualitative Visual -
pictures, images

Q(0) - Qualitative Olfactory -
smells

Q(S) Qualitative Savory
tastes

Q(T) - Qualitative Tactile -
touch sensations

Q(P) - Qualitative Proprioceptive -
sensory combinations

2. The individual's concern for:

Q(CET) - Qualitative Code Ethic -
work ethic (intrinsic motivation)

Q(CS) Qualitative Code Synnoetics
self knowledge, goal setting,
pacing ability

Q(CES) - Qualitative Code Esthetic -
beauty, appearance of a finished product

Q(CKH) - Qualitative Code Kinesthetic -
performance, coordination, motor activities

Q(CH) - Qualitative Code Histrionic
role identification

Q(CEM) - Qualitative Code Empathetic
sensitivity to others

Q(CP) - Qualitative Code Proxemics
physical -- social distance

Q(CK) - Qualitative Code Kinesics -
nonlinguistic communications

Q(CT) - Qualitative Code Transactional
influencial interaction

3. The individual's preferred learning setting:

I - Individual--self
A - Associates--peer groups
F Family--structured, dominated
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4. The individual's preferred decision-making process:

R - Relationship--examples, similarities, comparisons
M Magnitude--rules, definitions, categories
D Difference--one-to-one contrasts
L - Appraisal--uses all three--R, M, D
(K) Deductive--analysis

Three additional aspects are represented on the computer printout:

1. MAJOR - noted by capital letters; shows the element is used 50
percent or more of the time by the individual, with a high
degree of efficiency.

2. MINOR - noted by a prime mark (') after the capital letters;
shows the element is used 26 percent to 49 percent of the
time, with use of an average degree of efficiency.

3. NEGLIGIBLE - noted by the absence of the element from the
profile; shows 25 percent or less use and would be considered
as cognitive weakness that would need development to be useful
by the individual in the learning process.
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II. THE RELATED LITERATURE

The literature related to this research study can be divided into

several components: (1) the general conceptual background and

description of the cognitive style mapping process, (2) the research

literature on the general topic of cognitive style mapping, and (3) the

literature regarding criteria for identifying and analyzing

instructional materials for sex bias and/or sex stereotyping.

Conceptual Background

Hill and Nunney (1971) and Ihlenfeldt (1976) present the cognitive

style mapping process from the perspective of what the mapping program

is and what it does.

Since each learner has a unique cognitive style or way of seeking

meaning or knowing, the teaching/learning premise is that most of the

students with normal ability can learn most of the material most of the

time if the teaching methods and media are adjusted to the learner's

educational cognitive style. The individual cognitive style is

determined by the way one takes note of the total surroundings, how one

seeks meaning, whether the individual is concerned with one's own

viewpoint, or whether the individual is influenced in decision-making by

family members or associates. Also family background, life experiences,

and personal goals all make one unique.

The cognitive style mapping program uses the learner's responses

to a battery of inventories. The responses are then processed by a

computer software program to produce a map or profile of cognitive

traits. This profile describes the many ways each individual might

seek meaning. Since the map or profile reflects the learner's cogni-

tive style, it provides a means to identify the individual's cognitive

strengths and weaknesses. This information can then be utilized to put
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together a personalized instructional teaching/learning program for the

student.

Cognitive maps are printed out in the form of a Cartesian product

of three sets. Webster's (1974, p. 171) defines Cartesian product as a

set that is constructed from two given sets and comprises all pairs of

elements such that one element of the pair is from the first set and the

other element is from the second set. A total of 2,560 element com-

binations would be possible from the three sets.

The first set indicates a learner's tendency to use certain types

of symbols: an ability to understand words and numbers, qualitative

sensory symbols, qualitative programmatic symbols, and qualitative

codes. The second set indicates influences that the learner brings into

use in deriving meaning from symbols: in terms of one's individuality,

one's associates, and/or one's family. The third set indicates how one

reasons or the way one infers: whether one thinks in categories (M),

differences (D), multiple relationships (R), or makes use of all three

in different situations (L). These three sets of elements--(a) symbolic

mediation, (b) cultural determinants, and (c) modalities of inference-

comprise the educational cognitive style of the individual. Another

means of interpreting these three sets of elements in one's cognitive

style is (a) reception, (b) perception, and (c) decision-making.

The above information depicts a simplified explanation of the

symbols, names, and meanings of the elements of the cognitive style map.

Cognitive Style Mapping Related Research

Since this project is an analysis and revision/modification of an

implemented and operational theoretical construct, the literature was

surveyed to determine whether or not a sex bias and/or stereotyping
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analysis of the cognitive style mapping inventories had been conducted

before. Through the use of the Library Information Retrieval Service

(LIRS) at Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331, a total of

forty-five citations were found related to the general topic of

cognitive style mapping. After an analysis of the descriptive abstracts

of the LIRS citations, NONE of the citations were found to be related to

the approach described for this research proposal. The individual LIRS

citations have been obtained in microfiche form for review. All of the

citations deal with the general topic of the utilization of the

construct of educational cognitive styles and the cognitive style

mapping programs as a means of implementing individualized instruction

and instructional technology. The citations deal with the use of

cognitive mapping at such levels of education as elementary, secondary,

community college; and such types of learners as ethnic groups, adult

learners, disadvantaged learners; and in such content areas as pictorial

and verbal encoding, world history, reading, speech, music, health-

related education, problem solving, and perceptual skills.

Sex Bias/Sex Stereotyping Related Literature

Another area of the related literature surveyed for this research

project is that dealing with criteria for identifying and analyzing

instructional materials for sex bias and sex stereotyping. A total of

one hundred ninety citations were also located by using the LIRS.

Twenty-one were found to discuss problems and implications of not

eliminating sex bias and/or sex stereotyping from the educational

process. Five discussed criteria, procedures, and guidelines for

analyzing instructional materials for sexism. These citations were used

to identify criteria for analyzing the selected cognitive style mapping

inventory items.
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The APA Journal in the "Guidelines for Nonsexist Language in APA

Journals" (1977, pp. 15-17) states that there are two categories of

sexism: (A) problems of designation and (B) problems of evaluation.

These two categories are sub-divided into two more aspects: ambiguity

of referent and stereotyping. A chart cites thirty-one examples of

common usage and how to eliminate the sexism reference. (See Appendix A

for the examples.)

Feshbach (1975) presents a guide for assessment and evaluation of

sexism in education contexts for the K-12 levels. The guide is

subdivided into attributes, behaviors, and characteristics: (1) teacher

expectation and behavior, (2) curricula and classroom organization,

(3) school practices, (4) sports and athletics, (5) personnel and other

important adults - M to F ratio, (6) counseling, (7) community and

parent activities, and (8) library resources.

Martin (1978) cites eleven steps to increase educational sex

equity. These steps are paraphrased as follows:

(1) avoid sexist language;

(2) establish guidelines for nonsexist instruction

(a) males and females should be represented in approximately

equal proportions,

(b) both should be treated as competent and successful

workers who make significant contributions both in and

out of the home,

(c) both should be treated as possessing the wide range of

physical and behavioral characteristics that they in fact

have;

(3) recognize sexist slanted materials and learn how to remedy the

bias;
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(4) remedy any sex imbalances in courses for equal access;

(5) change any unequal treatment in punishment and rewards;

(6) balance library collections, with materials on sexism added;

(7) provide non sex-role stereotyped career education;

(8) add to social studies issues and legislation that affect the

lives of both sexes;

(9) change curricula to prepare learners for the future;

(10) provide nonsexist role models for future self-expectations;

and

(11) as a female, speak out against sexism.

Rosenberg (1972) lists twenty criteria for evaluating textbooks for

racism and sexism. Of the criteria, eight are related to sexism and are

summarized as follows:

(1) sensitivity to prejudices and stereotypes,

(2) omission or commission, overemphasis or underemphasis of

sexual population segment of the mainstream of American life,

(3) full, fair, accurate, and balanced treatment of women,

(4) recognition by placement in leadership and centrality roles,

(5) exhibition of both males and females as worthy models,

(6) presentation of fully integrated human groupings,

(7) comprehensive representation in all areas of life and culture,

and

(8) clarification of the past forces and conditions that have

operated to the disadvantage of women.

Schenck (1976) presents eight categories to detect sexism in textual

materials. The following summarizes the eight categories:

(1) associated terms--speciously attributing gender to generic

terms,
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(2) concealed representation--using masculine terms to generalize

about a group that includes females,

(3) conventional wisdom--depicting or implying that females are

limited to certain abilities, traits, emotions, activities,

sex roles, or occupations because they are females,

(4) differentiated reference--using non-parallel terms when

referring to males and females,

(5) diminished existence--constantly ignoring or minimizing the

existence of females,

(6) inferior mention--consistently making reference to the male

before the female,

(7) spoiled description--using pejorative or girl-watching terms

when referring to females, and

(8) subservient status--depicting or implying that females are the

property of males.

Other sources for establishing criteria are the many writers' and

authors' guides produced by publishing companies. These materials are

presented and discussed in alphabetical order.

"Harper & Row Guidelines on Equal Treatment of the Sexes in

Textbooks" (1976) cites four categories of sexist language used to

describe women's characteristics and roles that reinforce stereotypes

and promote inequality. These categories are summarized as follows:

(1) Description by Gender words that exclude women and/or make

linguistic distinction between work performed by men and work

performed by women;

(2) Pronouns when dealing with a specific person or persons,

discover the sex of the person and use the suitable personal

pronoun or use the plural pronouns or eliminate any pronoun

reference;
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(3) Equal Treatment - avoid expressions and usages that present

women in demeaning terms or as subordinate to men or as the

possessions of men, use equivalent gender forms;

(4) Stereotyping - show women and men performing all roles in

society in order to end the assumptions of sexual stereo-

typing.

"Guidelines for the Development of College Materials: The

Treatment of Sex Roles and Minorities" by Holt, Rinehart and Winston

(1976) presents ways to avoid linguistic discrimination and bigotry.

The five guidelines are summarized as follows:

(1) avoid all kinds of stereotypes, race, sex, ethnic, origin,

age, religion, or condition;

(2) avoid unnecessary negative associations, situations, or

personality traits;

(3) avoid prejudice expressed through emphasis, lack of

recognition of achievement, leading group roles, role models,

or assigning of certain roles or traits to specific

individuals;

(4) portray history so that the lack of advantage of women is

explained in a historical context; and

(5) do not allow titles or job descriptions to be stereotypes.

"Guidelines for the Development of Elementary and Secondary

Instructional Materials: The Treatment of Sex Roles" by Holt, Rinehart

and Winston (1975) gives several guidelines for the treatment of sex

roles that portray positive images and foster mutual respect for both

the group and the individual and that values and societal roles should

be positive and free from bias, stereotypes, and career-role
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restrictions. Role models, subject matter, and language are three areas

discussed with examples of what to avoid and use in applying the above

guidelines.

"Guidelines to Ensure Sex Fairness in Education Division

Communications and Products" by Lippincott (no date) promotes the

awareness of human potential through instructional materials as a means

of social conditioning. The guidelines focus on people in a variety of

roles and settings; such as, personality, lifestyles, family life,

leisure time, school, work, social interaction and cultures.

"Guidelines for Creating Positive Sexual and Racial Images in

Educational Materials" by Macmillan (1975) states their policy is to

publish educational materials that give an unbiased view of the full

range of human potential. The guidelines for the treatment of the sexes

are divided into three areas:

(1) general content guidelines,

(2) language usage guidelines, and

(3) avoiding sex stereotypes in art.

The general content guidelines discuss the following aspects of sex

bias and sex stereotyping:

(1) the invisible women,

(2) woman on a pedestal/man the survivor,

(3) the "cheerleader" syndrome,

(4) "mother's place is in the kitchen,"

(5) fragile womanhood,

(6) the emotional sex,

(7) can women do men's work?,
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(8) the perfect family,

(9) talking down to women,

(10) women as appendages of men,

(11) inferior status, authority on women, and

(12) special problems -- tokenism.

Language usage guidelines lists nine categories of words, terms,

and phrases that should be recognized and avoided, from generic "man"

concepts, to sex-neutral concepts, to sexist phrases.

The stereotype art guidelines discuss visual image impact on

viewers to present an unbiased view of people:

(1) maintain a 50-50 balance between the sexes, numerically,

significance, and prominance;

(2) illustration style should bear no relationship to gender,

clothing, moods, color, texture, density;

(3) illustrations should include all physical types and

occasional evidence of physical handicaps and avoid

stereotyped associations with these images.

"Guidelines for Equal Treatment of the Sexes in McGraw-Hill Book

Company Publications" by McGraw Hill (no date) presents four areas: sex

roles, portrayals in human terms, language considerations, and parallel

treatment.

The sex roles area is subdivided into job stereotypes, lifestyle,

and career options. The portrayals in human terms discuss (1)

descriptions of men and women and (2) women as participants in the

action. The language considerations discuss the usage to include women

and girls and to avoid exclusion terms. Parallel treatment means to use

language that designates and describes both sexes equally: names,

titles.
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The Prentice-Hall Authors' Guide (1975) cites guarding against

prejudice through sexism in regard to occupation, marital status,

physical abilities, attitudes, interests, achievements, roles,

activities, superiority, dominance.

"Random House Guidelines for Multiethnic/Nonsexist Survey" by

Random House (1976) focuses on individuals and their accomplishments and

preclude bias or discrimination with fair and balanced treatment. A

summary of the areas covered by the guidelines include:

(1) a numerical survey and a list of role descriptions;

(2) personality trait stereotypes;

(3) sex roles;

(4) omissions and exclusions;

(5) tokenism;

(6) visual art stereotypes;

(7) patronizing or demeaning language;

(8) gender reference;

(9) stereotype activity nouns;

(10) balance in titles;

(11) loaded words, descriptive adjectives; and

(12) overall tone, viewpoint, perspective, value judgments, social

attitudes, lifestyles, and behaviors; plus,

(13) intentional sexist/stereotyped/biased materials.

"Guidelines for Improving the Image of Women in Textbooks" by

Scott, Foresman and Company (1972) discusses two main elements:

(1) text and illustrations and (2) avoiding sexist language.
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The text and illustrations section lists three considerations,

given in summary form:

(1) the actions and achievements of women should be recognized;

(2) women and girls should be given the same respect as men and

boys; and

(3) abilities, traits, interests, and activities should not be

assigned on the basis of male or female stereotypes.

The sexist language section presents five considerations:

(1) omission of women;

(2) sex role stereotypes;

(3) demeaning language;

(4) sexist writings; and

(5) dealing with unavoidable sexism.

"Wiley Guidelines on Sexism in Language" by John Wiley & Sons,

Inc., (1977) discusses sex bias, devices for eliminating bias, pronoun

reference, "man" words, and occupational references.

Of all the publishers' guides discussed above, Scott, Foresman and

Company made the earliest attempt to deal with the topic of sexism and

also, along with Random House, the most comprehensive in considerations.

During the time that this study was conducted, various books were

published related to the general topics of sexism. If copies could be

obtained, they were perused for useful information.

Chafe (1977) presents and discusses the concept that sex serves as

one of the basic reference points, with race and class, around which

American society is organized. Being male or female shapes our lives

and determines the emotions we are taught to cultivate, our goals and

aspirations, our personality traits, our vocational interests, relations

with peers and authority, and the responsibilities we assume.
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This book presents the evolution of the 20th century American

system of sex roles and the process through which change is taking

place. Though not dealing with educational materials specifically,

Chafe presents a thorough discussion of the changing social patterns of

treatment of the female sex and sex roles.

Diamond (1975) presents through a variety of short writings various

issues and considerations of sex bias and sex fairness in career

interest measurement instruments. Though the general topic is not

related to the content of this study, there are several usable sections:

terms and definitions related to sexism, approaches and guidelines for

the use of evaluation and measurement instruments, and analysis of these

instruments for sexism. The analyses were based on the guidelines

discussed from the publishing company perspectives.

Eschholz, et al., (1978) through a selection of writings on topical

aspects of language, deals with sexism in the chapter, "Prejudice and

Language." Areas such as prejudice, labels, emotionally toned terms,

verbal realism, symbol phobia, judgmental language, racism, and

linguistic sexism: people name words, geographical names, word pairs,

female reference by food, plant and animal words, names of males and

females, titles, references about famous women, and positive and

negative connotations of "masculine" and "feminine."

Perhaps the best source dealing with sexism in education is

Guttentag and Bray, Undoing Sex Stereotypes: Research and Resources for

Educators, 1976. Developed primarily for K through 12 levels of

education, this source defines sexism and sex-role stereotyping and why

sexism must be handled in the educational process, objectives and

curriculum, and teacher resources. The authors indicate the need for
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assessment of changes before and after nonsexist intervention and

discuss implications and conclusions about this approach in education.

This approach would allow a new view of the change-oriented theory of

sex role learning because sex role concepts are malleable and learners

of all ages can be expanded away from the narrow cultural sex

stereotypes.

Henley and Thorne (1975) have gathered and annotated a topical

bibliography of the relationship of language and sex. Writings on

sexism, sex differences, conversational patterns, language acquisition,

and nonverbal communication make up the topics.

A national Health, Education, and Welfare Department project on

women in education, Taking Sexism Out of Education, presents and

discusses ten different aspects of sexism. Though primarily an

issue-oriented publication, none of the contents present any "how to"

analysis guidelines or procedures needed for this present study.

Lakoff (1975) discusses what can be learned about the way women

view themselves and society's assumptions about the nature and role of

women from the language used by and about women. This book is an

interesting sociological/ language presentation, but not directly

related to the area of educational materials analysis.

Miller and Swift (1977) discuss linguistic sexism from a variety of

interesting perspectives, but only the last chapter, "Postscript," deals

with additional analysis criteria; such as, animal references, sex

reference order, and the use of plural constructions.

Nilsen, et al., (1977) presents linguistic sexism from various

aspects as vocabulary, gender marking, sexist language usage in selected

areas as literature or law or dictionaries, and sexism in elementary
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teaching materials; such as, male orientation, subtle and unsubtle

stereotypes (size, age, shape, male/female frequency references), animal

characters-human stereotypes extended, and gender rules-natural vs.

artificial.

Also included in Nilsen, et al., are the National Council of

Teachers of English nonsexist language guidelines that discuss

alternatives to the sexist language references. In addition to the

educational material analysis criteria discussed from the other sources,

these guidelines include several aspects of sexism as related to

research procedures and techniques: avoid sexist implications, define

the sample population carefully and include both sex references, balance

case studies by equal numbers from both sexes.

Tittle, et al., (1974) discusses the aspect of sexism in testing

through the reinforcement of sex role stereotypes and the restriction of

individual choice. Though related to achievement and interest

inventories, the authors conclude that tests are selectively biased in

content against women, as measured by frequency and ratio of male

referents to female referents. Also, the content and subject matter of

a test should not present a stereotyped view, and the test should

present equal opportunity and nondiscriminatory views of all parts of

the culture.

In support of the present study, the authors, Tittle, et al., pose

the issue of educational measurement and achievement and interest

instrument examination for discrimination against women. These

instruments are a part of the total materials of education; they are

widely used in the education process.
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The authors, Tittle, et al., cite Ekstrom (1972) in that the use of

tests is among the institutional ways in which barriers are established

against women's participation in post-secondary education. Also, other

studies are cited showing the several types of educational materials

that have been examined for discrimination against women: children's

books (Key, 1972), sex roles in early reading textbooks (Praiser and

Walker, 1972), ways to evaluate sexism in readers (Jacobs and Eaton,

1972), and surveys of the research in instructional materials and

literature (Grambs, 1972).

One additional analysis criterion for bias detection cited by the

authors is content selection of male oriented topics and items that are

distinctly male or female oriented.

The authors also state that there is little study for

discrimination against women on an item level which would permit

understanding of the sex differences which do or do not arise on most

tests. They also indicate that test publishers and/or developers of

educational tests have not considered the sex role stereotyping and/or

bias in selection of content of educational test items and exercises.

Tuchman, et al., (1978) presents an update on the images of women

in media and the progress toward the full social equality of women in

the American society. Though not related to educational materials

analysis, the source is an indictment of the treatment of females by the

media: television, magazines, and newspapers. There has been change- -

positive- -but agreement on the degree and extent is not significant,

except much still needs to be and can be done in media's treatment of

women.
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For a comprehensive treatment of the biological, psychological, and

social foundations of the sex roles system, Weitz (1977) is an

outstanding example of the complexity of the entire subject of sexism in

its many perspectives.

Representative selections from the last type of resources include a

variety of guidelines developed by various educational agencies.

"A Model to Eliminate Racism and Sexism in Education Through the

Selection, Revision, and Development of the Instructional System,"

(1975), Minnesota's model, is a comprehensive approach to eliminate

racism and sexism in education through the ethical and conceptual

analysis and development of instructional goals, objectives, and

materials by using a four-cell matrix of active/passive and posi-

tive/negative criteria. This approach is rather general from a state

education department level.

A more detailed approach by Kroske-Akinsanya and Gudinas is that of

Madison Public Schools, Wisconsin, Breaking Through Barriers in Words

and Pictures: A Handbook for Teachers on Biases in Instructional

Materials, (1974) which is a handbook for teachers on biases in

instructional materials. Though primarily an awareness level

presentation, the handbook has many usable conceptual perspectives to

the topics of racism and sexism, by providing many sample attitude,

perceptual, behavior, and activity surveys and evaluation

questionnaires.

Project Awareness (1976) represents a multi-state staff development

training program on sex discrimination in education. This approach goes

from awareness to self-analysis to means of implementing and

facilitating change in education--an excellent resource package.
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Burr, et al., (1973) attacked the sexism issue from the viewpoint

of social studies textbooks in order to provide equal treatment of the

sexes. The guidelines are similar to those discussed from the other

resources, but they have a specific application.

The Office of Education "Guidelines for Sex-Fair Vocational

Education Materials" uses the same approach as described from the other

resources, but it is specifically oriented to career and vocational

materials. Especially emphasized are career role reversal examples with

short checklists for each area described.

Another Office of Education publication deals with "Guidelines for

the Creative Use of Biased Materials in a Non-Biased Way" in order for

vocational educators to recognize and deal with sex biases in their

educational materials in such a way as to mitigate their effects. The

guidelines are just that--suggestions on how to deal with sexism.

George (1978) developed as a component of a nonsexist child

development project for the Woman's Action Alliance a set of guidelines

for the development and evaluation of unbiased educational materials.

The guidelines are a compilation from various sources dealing with the

issues related to eliminating sexism but do not go into any great depth

on any given topic. The guidelines are posed as a long series of

questions the user should respond to for any given set of instructional

materials.

The "Guidelines to Ensure Sex Fairness in Education Division

Communications and Products," developed by the National Advisory Council

on Women's Educational Programs, uses similar. criteria discussed in

preceding resources to develop its guidelines for sex free communi-

cations. These guidelines are an example of the concept of linguistic

sexism applied to a specific usage.
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Besides the related literature discussed so far, two workshop

conferences related to sex bias and sex stereotyping, one in Minneapolis,

Minnesota, and one in De Pere, Wisconsin, provided additional information

and insights.

Summary

The following inferences can be made from the review of the related

literature:

1. Much has been written about the topic of sexism and the

related aspects.

2 Many approaches have been presented as how to deal with the

topics of sexism through issues, concerns, and implications.

3 Few attempts have been made through research procedure to

implement the many guidelines to eliminate sexism in

educational materials, specifically evaluation instruments.

4 The cry for the need to eliminate sexism in education and

instructional materials continues.

5. Specific procedures and methods need to be developed,

researched, and statistically tested for significance and

direction of change after identification and revision for

sexism in evaluation items.

6. This study is an implementation of a synthesized

identification construct from the many sources discussed in

this chapter for dealing with the elimination of sexism in a

selected set of educational materials: the cognitive style

mapping inventories.
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III. TEE DESIGN OF THE STUDY

The focus of this research study was to determine within the

cognitive style mapping program battery of inventories those items that

were sex biased and/or sex stereotyped in relation to the learner and

the educational cognitive style map. By collecting the PRESENT cognitive

style map inventory responses for an identified and selected control

group of learners, identifying any potentially biased and/or stereotyped

items within the inventories, revising/modifying the identified items,

readministering the revised/modified items to the selected control group

of learners, and then gathering the MODIFIED cognitive style inventory

responses for each of the learners, the data base for this research

study was gathered.

The set of inventories that makes up the cognitive style mapping

programs consists of sixteen subparts. Table 1 shows what each of the

sixteen inventories analyzes and the number of items in each inventory.

Since the mapping inventories consist of both print and nonprint

items, the research study deals with only the print items. Since the

mathematics inventory deals with only number problems, this inventory

was not included in this research study.

Because the reading analysis inventory consists of the standardized

Nelson-Denny Reading, Form C, this inventory was not included in the

analysis for sexism. The other nonprint inventories deal with the

sensory perception analysis of the learner and, therefore, were not

included in the sex bias/sex stereotyping analysis.
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TABLE 1

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
INVENTORY ANALYSIS ELEMENTS

INVENTORY NO. OF ITEMS INVENTORY ELEMENTS

I. 25 T(VL)

II. 2 T(AL)

III. 20 T(VQ)

IV. 36 T(VL)

V. 10 T(AQ)

VI. 50 T(VL)

VII. 40 Q(CEM), Q(OES),
Q (CK)

Q(CET, Q(CH),

VIII. 32 Q(OKE), Q(CP), Q(CS), Q(CT)

IX. 30 I, A, F

X. 45 R, M, D, L, (K)

XI. 8 Q(V)

XII. 5 Q(A)

XIII. 6 0(0)

XIV. 3 Q(S)

XV. 1 Q( T)

XVI. 1 Q(P)

TOTAL' 324 27 elements

Table 2 shows those four cognitive style mapping inventories

that are all-print in format and were analyzed for sex bias and

stereotyping.

TABLE 2

COGNITIVE STYLI MAPPING
SELECTED INVENTORIES/ITEMS/ELEMENTS

INVENTORY NC. ITEM NO. INVENTORY ELEMENTS

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

1-40

1-32

1-30

1-45

QCEM,

QCKH,

I, A,

R, Mt

QCES, 'NET, QCH, QC!

QC?, QCS, QCT

F

Ot L, (K)

TOTALS: 147 17
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From the total of twenty-seven elements analyzed by the cognitive

style mapping program, Inventories VII, VIII, IX, and X include a total

of seventeen elements.

Since there were no usable sets of sex bias/sex stereotyping

analysis criteria found in any of the LIRS citations or other related

literature sources, a workable criteria set was established for this

research project.

Table 3 shows the analysis criteria synthesized from the related

literature and utilized to identify the biased/stereotyped cognitive

style mapping inventory items. After the identified items were

rewritten, a four-person panel was used to verify that (1) the original

items contained sex bias/sex stereotyping and (2) the revised item had

eliminated the sex bias/sex stereotyping criteria reference. The four

persons--two female and two male--are two department members from the

researcher's department and two members from the Learning Evaluation

Center staff at the Fox Valley Technical Institute. This modified

Delphi technique proved very successful in both verifying the

biased/stereotyped items and verifying the elimination of the identified

sexism reference. This process took the two-level decision process

beyond that of just the researcher.

The items in Inventories VII, VIII, IX, and X, as well as the

example items, were analyzed for either total or partial meeting of any

or all of the sex reference criteria though the examples were not

included for the statistical analysis.

Appendix B, pages 87 to 101, shows the original item listing for

the selected inventories.
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TABLE 3

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
SEX BIAS/SEX STEREOTYPING

INVENTORY ITEM ANALYSIS CRITERIA

CATEGORY SEX REFERENCE CRITERIA

I. Human A.

B.
C.
D.

Male
Female
Both
Non-Sex Specified

II. Animal A.
B.
C.
0.

Male
Female
Both
Non-Sex Specified

III. Thing A.
B.

C.

Male
Female
Non-Sex Specified

IV. Content Topic A.
3.
C.

Male
Female
Both

Appendix C, pages 102 to 105, shows the inventory item bias/stereo-

type analysis.

Appendix D, pages 106 to 113, shows the revised inventory items.

Table 4 lists the forty-eight items identified that had to be

rewritten from the total of one hundred forty-seven. The inventory

numbers, item numbers, and eleven mapping elements measured are also

shown in the figure.

After the selected mapping program inventories had been subjected

to an item by item analysis for potential sex bias and/or sex stereo-

typing and the identified items revised/modified to eliminate the

biases, then only the MODIFIED inventory items were readministered

to the selected control group of learners.
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TABLE 4

.COGNITIVE STYLE nAPPING
SEX BIASED/SEX STEREOTYPED INVENTORY ITEMS

-"N'izNTCRY NO. :TEM :LAPPING EIZMET
X.

3

4

9

10
11
12

.

D

0

13
14
15 0
15
17
18
19
20
25
26
27
23
29
30
31
32

0

0
IX. 45

47 A
43
49
30
51
;2
53
54 A
55
56
57 A
58
39
60

A

64
63
6'8

77
34
92
25

Q(CP)
Q(CKH)
Q(CXE)

c(C)
107

i
Q(CT)

VI.

43 tems
. 1 Elements

Table 5 depicts the general approach that was used in this research

study. Nine vocational programs were selected. Two hundred and seventy

students were selected. Seven procedural steps were followed for the

analysis process.
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COGNITIVE STYLE YAPPING
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS PROCESS

SELECTED SELECTED STUDENTS ANALYSIS PROCESS
PROGRAMS (ASSIGNED T.D. NO.;

3.

Etc.

9.

1.

3.

Etc.

270.

1. PRESENT Item Scores
2. Biased item Identification
3. Item Revision/Modifica-

tion
4. Readministration
S. MODIFIED Item Scores
6. Statistical Analysis by

Hypotheses
7. Statistical Analysis by

Element Item
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Basic Assumption

The basic assumption for this research study was that there were no

sex biased or sex stereotyped items in the selected cognitive style

inventories. This assumption was rejected, with forty-eight items

identified. To test for statistical significance, twelve null hypotheses

were set up. The hypotheses were established to test from the male/

female/mixed sex perspectives the possible changes in the test scores

between PRE and POST forms.

Hypotheses

The data gathered through the above procedures were analyzed to

determine the rejection or retention of the following null Hypotheses:

HI. There are no significant differences for the

individuals between the PRESENT and MODIFIED

cognitive style map inventory element items

as indicated by the PRE to POST inventories.

There are no significant differences in male/

female effect on the PRESENT cognitive style

map inventory element items as indicated by

the PRE to PRE inventories.
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H
3

. There are no significant differences in male/

female effect on the MODIFIED cognitive style

map inventory element items as indicated by

the POST to POST inventories.

H
4 . There are no significant differences in male/female

effect between the PRESENT and MODIFIED cognitive

style map inventory element items as indicated by

the PRE to POST inventories.

H
5

. There are no significant differences for the

vocational program and MIXED male to the MIXED

female groups between the PRESENT AND MODIFIED

cognitive style map inventory element items as

indicated by the PRE to POST inventories.

H
6 . There are no significant differences for the

vocational program and MIXED male to the

PREDOMINATE female groups between the PRESENT and

MODIFIED cognitive style map inventory element

items as indicated by the PRE to POST

inventories.

NOTE: The symbols to the left of each hypothesis statement

represent the groups tested.
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H
7 . There are no significant differences for the

vocational program and PREDOMINATE male to

MIXED female groups between the PRESENT and

MODIFIED cognitive style map inventory element

items as indicated by the PRE to POST

inventories.

H
8. There are no significant differences for the

vocational program and PREDOMINATE male to

PREDOMINATE female groups between the PRESENT

and MODIFIED cognitive style map inventory

element items as indicated by the PRE to POST

inventories.

HQ. There are no significant differences for the

MIXED male vocational program group to the

TOTAL female group between the PRESENT and

MODIFIED cognitive style map inventory element

items as indicated by the PRE to POST

inventories.

H 10 . There are no significant differences for the

MIXED female vocational program group to the

TOTAL male group between the PRESENT and

MODIFIED cognitive style map inventory element

items as indicated by the PRE to POST

inventories.
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H
11

. There are no significant differences for the

PREDOMINATE male vocational program group to

the TOTAL female group between the PRESENT

and MODIFIED cognitive style map inventory

element items as indicated by the PRE to POST

inventories.

H
12 . There are no significant differences for the

PREDOMINATE female vocational program group to

the TOTAL male group between the PRESENT and

MODIFIED cognitive style map inventory element

items as indicated by the PRE to POST inventories.
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Population of the Study

The population for this research study consisted of selected groups

of students that were enrolled as of September, 1978, in the various

post-secondary vocational/ technical programs at the Fox Valley Technical

Institute in Appleton, Wisconsin.

The Fox Valley Technical Institute (FVTI) is authorized by the

Wisconsin Board of Vocational, Technical, and Adult Education to offer

twenty-seven Associate Degree Programs, seven less-than-one-year

Vocational Diploma Programs, thirteen one-year Vocational Diploma

Programs, and four two-year Vocational Diploma Programs--for a total

of fifty-one programs, varying in length from six to ninety-six
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weeks. These various programs operate under an individualized,

competency-based, open-entry, open-exit, mediated, year-round teaching/

learning management system. The FVTI Vocational/Technical District

(District 12 of 16) was formed by legislative action in 1965 and began

operation under the district concept in 1967. There are approximately

6,000 full-time students and 27,000 part-time students enrolled in the

various occupational programs.

Several assumptions have been imposed upon this research study in

the student group selection:

1. Student enrollment limits

2. Student group size for the statistical design

3. Criteria for student group selection (male, female, and mixed)

From all the possible choices for student groups, only the Associate

Degree (A.D.) Programs were utilized. Also the program student groups

were made up of those individuals mapped during Orientation and also

enrolled in the respective programs.

With these criteria as a basis, the various A.D. student groups

were tabulated to select the control group population for the research

study. A minimum of thirty students was needed in each A.D. Program

chosen. The final selection depended upon the enrollment status for the

1978-79 school year at FVTI. This selection process brought into focus

the following student group selection criteria:

1. Vocational Programs that have a MIX of male and female students.

2. Vocational Programs that have a PREDOMINATE FEMALE enrollment.

3. Vocational Programs that have a PREDOMINATE MALE enrollment.

Since a large number of items, forty-eight, were identified

with sex bias and/or sex stereotyping, the total number of individuals
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in the control group needed to be limited. Also, since there are eleven

map elements that needed analysis, only a limited number of two hundred

seventy individuals were selected.

Data Collecting Instruments

The primary data collecting instrument was the Cognitive Style

Mapping Inventories, developed at Oakland Community College, Detroit,

Michigan, and implemented at the Fox Valley Technical Institute,

Appleton, Wisconsin.

Design Matrix

Student enrollments for the 1977-1978 academic year were used to

select the nine associate degree vocational programs.

Associate Degree Vocational Programs were selected on the basis of

the following three criteria:

1. Those programs that leave at least twenty or more students

both male and female sex groups. (MIXED)

2. Those programs that have at least thirty or more students in

the female sex group. (PREDOMINATE FEMALE)

3. Those programs that have at least thirty or more students in

the male sex group. (PREDOMINATE MALE)

The 1978-1979 program enrollments are shown in Table 6. Only one

program did not totally meet the above criteria: the Conservation

Program had only sixteen females; but this number allowed for the

selection of the fifteen needed for the study.

Table 7 summarizes the data from Table 6 to show the makeup of the

male population (135) and the female population (135) for a total group

N of two hundred seventy.
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TABLE 6

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
DESIGN MATRIX SCR-Et:A

SELECTED CONTROL GROUP ENROLLMSNT
1978-1979

SELECTED PROGRAMS ENROLLMENT
Male 1 Female I Total Male 6 Femaie 71;

A. MIXED (Mn - Mf) Male/Female

1. Conservation 52 16 78 79.48717 20.31282
2. Accounting 35 63 103 33.98053 66.21341
3. Data Processing 34 40 74 45.94594 54.05403

B. PREDOMINATE FEMALE (Pf)

1. Secretarial Science 1 42 43 0.0232558 97.67441
2. Interior Design 0 47 r 47 0.000000 100.0000
3. Child Care 0 52 62 0.000000 100.0000

C. PREDOMINATE MALE (Pm)

1. Marketing 48 10 58 32.75862 0.172413
2. Electronics 80 2 32 97.36097 0.004390
3. Mechanical Design 39 4 43 I 90.69767 0.093023

TOTALS 299 251 590

TABLE 7

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
DESIGN MATRIX SCHEMA
CONTROL GROUP MAEEUP

N=270 PRESENT I MODIFIED
,OCATIO:..,.

PROGRAM
MAKEUP MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE

MIXED
45 45 j 45 45(Mm - Mf)

PREDOMINATE
0 90 0 90Female (P)

PREDOMINATE
90 . 0

I

I

90 0Male (Pm)

TOTALS , 135 135 i 135 135

Methods of Analysis

The basic statistical method used for this research study is the

analysis of covariance, as shown in the following mathematical model:

Yijkl = 11+Gi+1j'+GMij+Ik+GIiK+MIjk+GMlijk+(Xijkl-7....)+

e(ijk)1, where
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u is a fixed but unknown constant, Gi, Mj, GMij,

Ik, GIjk, and GMIijk are differential effects associated

with classification factors of interaction,

13 is the average regression coefficient,

Xijkl is a single observation of X, and

X is the overall sample of the mean of X.

e (ijk)l is the residual (error) which is normally and

independently distributed with a mean of zero and a

variance equal to sigma squared (Steel, 1960).

A second statistical method (Yamane, 1967) is that of the One-Way

Analysis of Variance, as shown in the following mathematical model:

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Source of

Variation
Sum of
Squares

Degrees of

Freedom
Mean
Square

Between S = 5: n 2)2 a 1
S'

A
a 1

Within
SE = (x,- 21)2 n a S",

bE=
n a

Total ST = r I (x 2)2 n-1 ST
T

n 1

A third statistical method (Yamane, 1967) is that of the Two -Way

Analysis of Variance, as shown in the following mathematical model:

TWOWAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Source SS df MS EMS

4

B

Error

S,

S,

SE

Sr

a 1

b 1
(a 1)(17 1 )

S' -= S,' (a 1)

S'3= S31.(b 1)

S' = S.-,/(a 1)(b 1)

02+

62

5

a-1
a

Za:
'

Ib 1

Total ab 1

F = S'
A A' =
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As an analysis of variance of values is carried out, certain

assumptions for "the valid use of covariance as a method of analysis are

made. Those assumptions are that (1) X-variables were fixed and measured

without error, (2) the regression of Y on X was linear and independent

of treatments, and (3) residuals were normally and independently

distributed with zero mean and a common variance. These assumptions are

tested using the F-Test.

The actual statistical computations were computed through the SPSS

(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) software program installed

at FVTI. SPSS is an integrated system of computer programs designed

for the analysis of social science data (Nie 1975).

TABLE 8

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
STATISTICAL TESTS FOR EACH HYPOTHESIS

HYPOTHESIS

STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS

DEPENDENT
VARIABLE

INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE COVARIA-ViE

H1 One-Way ANOVA Test Score Test
(Pre or Post)

H2 One-Way ANOVA Are Test
Score

Sex

H3 One-Way ANOVA Post Test
Score

Sex

H4 Two 'Way Analysis

of Covariance

Test Score Sex, Test
(Pre of Post)

H5 Two-Way Analysis
of Covariance

i Test Score Sex, Test
(Pre or Post)

Vocational
Program

H6 Two-Way Analysis
of Covariance

Test Score Sex, Test
(Pre or Post)

Sex, Test
(Pre or Post)

Vocational
Program

Vocational
Program

H7 Two-Way Analysis
of Covariance

Test Score

H5 Two-Way Analysis
of Covariance

Test Score Sex, Test
(Pre or Post)

Vocational
Program

1-19 Two-Way Analysis
of Covariance

Test Score Sex, Test
(Pre or Post)

Vocational
Program

H10
Two-Way Analysis
of Covariance

Test. Score Sex, Test
(Pre or Post)

Vocational
Program

Hll Two -Way Analysis

of Covariant=

Test Score Sex, Test
(Pre or Post)

Vocational
0,,cram

H12 Two-Way Analysis
of Covariance

Test Score Sex, Test
(Pre or Post)

Vocational
Program
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Table 8 shows the specific statistical analysis used for each of

the twelve hypotheses, with the dependent variable, the independent

variable, and the covariate.

Decision Rules

Table 9 is used to show the layout for the decisions for the

analyses of variance and the degrees of freedom and the F-ratio

values for determining statistical significance for each of the

twelve hypotheses.

TABLE 9

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
DECISION TABLE FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE*

SOURCE OF
VARIATION

+------(ADJUSTED)----->
df SS MS i

Sex Bias/Sex Stereotype Items -- -- --

mi Sex Bias/Sex stereotyping
Present to Modified (270/270)

1,539 A A/1 MSHI/MSError

SEX/SEX (:1 /F)
H2 Present to Present (270/270) 1,539 B B/1 MSH2/MSError

H3 Modified to Modified (270/270) 1,539 C C/I MSH3/MSError

H4 Present to Modified (270/2701 -/-1,-.53-9 9 0/1 ms /mst.H4 ,2rror

PROGRAM/SEX (M/F)
(PRESENT TO MODIFIED)

H5 M, - Mf (90/90) 2,179 I 1/2 MSH5/MSError

H6 mm - P= (90/189) 2,269 F/2 MSHO/MSError

H7 Pm - Mf (180/99) 2,269 G G/2 MSH7/MSError

H8 Pm - Pf (100/180) 2,359 H H/2 MSH8 /MSError

PROGRAM/SEX/GROUP
H9 Mm - Total F (90/270) 2,359 I 1/2 MSH9/MSError

- Total (90/270) 2,359H, 0 M f M
J J/2 MSH10/MSError

H11 Pm - Total 7 (190/270) 2,449 K K/2 MSH11/MSEor

H.,2 Pf - Tstai m (i80/2,0) 2,449 L 1,/2 MSH12/MSEr*or

ERROR ::--]J 539 M m/539

*Hl-H12 are tested for the eleven (11) mapping elements.
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Table 10 summarizes the degrees of freedom and the critical F

values at the 0.05 percent level used to make decisions after the

statistical analyses were completed.

TABLE 10

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
DECISION TABLE

HYPOTHESIS df Fa=0.05
Rejected __

Hi 1,539 3.360

H2 1,539 3.360

H3 1,539 3.360

=-14 1,339 2.360

0 2,179 3.060

H6 2,269 3.340

H7 '7,'.>69 3.340

H3 2,359 3.020

H9 2,359 3.020

-110 2,359 3.020

'11 2,449 3.020

"12 2,449 3.040

The procedures for statistical analysis of the data follow those

prescribed in the SPSS manual for each of the twelve hypotheses.

The above describes the design of this study, the population used

to test the hypotheses, the data collecting instruments, the design

matrix, the methods of data analysis, and the decision rules to retain

or reject the selected hypotheses.
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IV. PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

After the one hundred forty-seven individual items of Inventories

VII, VIII, IX, and X were analyzed for sex bias and/or sex stereotype,

forty-eight were rewritten to eliminate any sex reference language. The

rewriting of the identified biased/stereotyped items was done according

to procedures outlined by Katz (1974). Seven criteria are listed for

test item analysis for the checking for sex biases and stereotypes:

1. Tests should be constructed of items which contain either no

sex references or equal sex references.

2. Status of males and females within the test should be equal.

3. Item content should not reinforce traditional sex stereotypes.

4. Tests are biased if item content in terms of male or female

statuses or stereotypes affects the performance of males or

females differentially.

5. Tests are biased if the test predicts differentially for males

and females.

6. Tests are biased if the test is normed separately for males

and females unless norms are used to insure balance in

selection.

7. Tests are biased if the test is constructed so that female

futures may be separated from male futures.

Another approach in the item rewriting was to use the second person

pronoun "you" to enable the readers, either male or female, to put

themselves into the content situation of the item.

The following decision tables display the results of the SPSS

computer program runs for each of the hypotheses of this study.
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The basic assumption that there were no sex biased/stereotyped

items was rejected, as there were forty-ei_ht biased/stereotyped items

in Inventories VII, VIII, IX, and X. The forty-eight inventory items

represent over 32 percent of the total of one hundred forty-seven items.

Basic Assumption

-There are no sex biased and/or sex stereotyped items

in Cognitive Style Inventories VII, VIII, IX, and X.

Table 11 shows that after the inventory item analysis according to

the established criteria and guidelines there were forty-eight biased/

stereotyped items of the total of one hundred forty-seven, for a total

of 32.633 percent of the selected inventory items. Inventory VII has

forty.items, of which one item was identified as biased/stereotyped, for

0.025 percent of the subtotal. Five of the thirty-two items in

Inventory VIII or 15.625 percent were identified as biased/stereo-

typed. Sixty percent of the items in Inventory IX, eighteen of

thirty, were biased/stereotyped. In Inventory X, twenty-four

or 53.333 percent of the forty-five items were biased/stereotyped.

TABLE 11

COGNITIVE STYLE YZAPPING
DECISION TABLE
BASIC ASBUnPTION

- There are no sex biased and/or sex stereotyped
in Cognitive Style Inventories VII, VIII., IX,

items
and X.

HY:JOT:HES-1'S EMS REVISED ITEMS
PERCENT

OF TO _AL

VII 00.02300

1 VIII 32 23.62600

ix 30 60.00000

3 24 53.333.:;3

TO ALS 1 48 63306
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Thus, the identification of forty-eight biased items led to a rejection

of the main assumption that there were no biased /stereotyped items in

the selected inventories.

Hypothesis H
1

H. There are no significant differences for the individuals

between the PRESENT and MODIFIED Cognitive Style Map

Inventory Element items as indicated by the PRE to POST

inventories.

TABLE 12

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
DECISION TABLE
HYPOTHESIS

Hi - There are no significant differences for the individuals
between the PRESENT and MODIFIED Cognitive Style Map
Inventory Element items as indicated by the PRE to POST
inventories.

ANALYSIS: One-Wav ANOVA
Dependent Variable = Test Score
Independent Variable = Test (PRE cr POST)

i

HYPOTEESIS 1

ELEMENT ,
df Ech=°-35 ' T-RATTO ?STAIN REJECT:.10. NAME

F
'1

i --- -- 1,39 3.860

1 0! 1 1.149

D 0.004 , v

3 R 0.080

4 0 1.211

i 5 2 0.639

6 A 0.337

7 F 0.211
I

3

i

QCX 24.353

I

9 QCHH 3.047

13 QC? 0.700

QCT 6.576
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This hypothesis was tested by using one-way analysis of variance,

with the dependent variable being the test score and the independent

variable being the test, either PRE or POST. Eleven mapping elements

were statistically tested to determine which of the hypothesis subparts

were significant. With the preestablished degrees of freedom of 1,539

and the Fa level of significance of 0.05 at the F value of 3.860, eight

of the eleven elements were retained as having an F-ratio of less than

3.860. The elements retained had F-ratio values as follows: M-1.149,

D-0.004, R-0.080, L-1.211, 1-0.639, A-0.337, F-0.211, and QCP-0.700.

Three of the elements rejected were shown to have significant F-ratios:

QCK-24.855, QCKH-5.047, and QCT-6.576. The three significant elements

had to be tested further to determine the significant element items.

This hypothesis is summarized on Table 12.

Hypothesis H2

H
2 There are no significant differences in male/female

effect on the PRESENT Cognitive Style Map Inventory

Element items as indicated by the PRE to PRE inventories.

The results of the statistical analysis of Hypothesis H2 are

summarized on Table 13. Through the one-way analysis of variance test

with the dependent variable of PRE test score and the independent

variable of PRE test score and the independent variable of sex at 1,539

degrees of freedom and an F value of 3.860 there were seven elements

retained; the F-ratio values are as follows: M-1.294, D-1.338, L-3.447,

1-0.041, A-0.065, F-0.163, and QCK-0.005. Four of the elements were

rejected; the F-ratio values are as follows: R-5.347, QCKH-17.068,

QCP-9.659, and QCT-15.457, meaning that these elements had to be tested

for significant items.
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TABLE 13

COGNITIVE STYLE nAPPING
DECISION TABLE
HYPOTHESIS H2

H2 - There are no significant differences in male/female
effect on the PRESENT Cognitive Style Mao Inventory
Element items as indicated by the PRE to PRE inventories.

ANALYSIS: One-Way ANOVA
Dependent Variable = PRE Test Score
Independent Variable = Sax

HYPOTHESIS
ELEMENT

I

d' ! Fa=0-05 7-RATIO RETAIN REJECTNO. NAO!E

H2 --- -- 1,539 1 3.860 --- -- --

1 M 1.294

2 D
1 1.333

..: A ..:,.347

4 L 3.447

5 I 0.041

6 A 0.065

7 F 0.163

8 QCN 0.005

9 QCRH 17.068

10 QCP 9.639 *

11 QCT . 15.457

Hypothesis H3

H
3 There are no significant differences in male/female

effect on the MODIFIED Cognitive Style Map Inventory

Element items as indicated by the POST to POST inventories.

This hypothesis was tested through the one-way analysis of variance

with the dependent variable of post-test score and the independent

variable of sex. With the degrees of freedom of 1,339 and an F value of

3.860, ten of the elements were retained. The F-ratio values are as

follows: M-0.030, 0-3.626, R-1.339, 1-0.741, A-1.268, F-0.082, OCK-1.871,



QCKH-3.388, WP-0.029, and QCT-3.541. One element, L-7.407, was

rejected and had to be tested for significant items. This infor-

mation is summarized on Table 14.

TABLE 14

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
DECISION TABLE
HYPOTHESIS H3

H3 - There are no significant differences in male/female
effect on the xop:= cogniti.va Stvle Map Inventor,'
Element items as indicated Cy the POST to POST
inventories.

ANALYSIS: One-Way ANOVA
Dependent Var°=',1= = POST Test Score
Independent Variable = Sex

ELEMENT
HYPOTHESIS I NO. ,NAME cl4 F-RATIO RETAIN REJECT

H3 - 1 1,339 3.360 I ---
I

' 1 M I 0.050

2 0 3.023

3 R 1.59

4 L i /.407

S T 0.741

6 A 1.263

7 F 0.082

3 QC: 1.371

9 QCKci 1 3.338

10 QC.? 0.029

QCT 3.541

Hypothesis H,

There are no significant differences in male/female

effect between the PRESENT and NODIFIED Cognitive Style

Map inventory Element items as indicated by the PRE to

POST inventories.

51
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After running a two-way analysis of covariance between the

dependent variable of test score and the independent variables of sex

and test (PRE or POST) with 1,339 degrees of freedom and at an F value

of 3.860, eight of the elements were retained; the F-ratio values are

M-1.151 D-0.001, R-0.078, L- 1.229, 1-0.638, A-0.337, F-0.211, and

QCP- 0.711. Three were rejected and had to be tested for ignificant

items; the F-ratio values are WK-74.843, OCT:H-5.214, and QCT 6.795.

Table 15 summarizes this information.

TABLE 13

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
DECISION TA.BIE
HYPOTHESIS HA

H4 - There are no significant differences in male/female
effect on the PRESENT and MODIFIED Cognitive Style Na p
Inventory Element items as indicated by the ?RE to ?CST
inventories.

ANALYSIS: Two-Way Analysis of Covariance
Dependent Variable = Test Score
Independent Variable = Sex, Test (PRE or POST)

,

HYPOTHESIS
ELEMENT

df Fa=0.05 1F-p;.Tro RETAIN REJECTNC. H.,,A,:4.

H4 ---, -- 1,539 3.380 i --- -- --

1 1 i

i

:4
1 1.131

2 ,D 0.001

3 3 0.073

,E, 1.229

3 I 0.333

6 A 0.337

7 F 0.21/

3 QCX 24.343

9 QCKH 3 .2.1.4 ,

v

10 QCP 0.711

11 QCT 1

I

6.793
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There are no significant differences for the Wicational

Program and MIXED male to the MIXED female groups between

the PRESENT and MODIFIED Cognitive Style Map Inventory

Element items as indicated by the PRE to POST inventories.

Table 16 presents the information resulting from the running of the

two-way analysis of covariance with the dependent variable of test score

and the independent variables of sex and test (PRE or POST) and a

covariate of the vocational program. With the degrees of freedom of

2,179 and the F value of 3.060, ten of the elements were retained with

an F-ratio value less than 3.060: M-0.111, D-0.086, R-0.110, L-0.214,

1-0.083, A-0.380, F-0.379, QCK-2.344, QCKH-0.210, and QCP-0.410. One

element, QCT-6.286, was rejected to be tested for significant element

items.

TABLE 16

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
DECISION TABLE
HYPOTHESIS H5
(Mm to Me

H5 - There are no significant differences for the Vocational
Program and MIXED male to the MIXED female groups
between the PRESENT and MODIFIED Cognitive Style Map
Inventory Element iters as indicated by the PRE to POST
inventories.

ANALYSIS: Two-Way Analysis of Covariance
Dependent Variable = Test Score
Independent Variable = Sex, Test (PPE or POST)
Covariate . Vocational Program

HYPOTEESIS ' NO. - df t Pa.0.06 ! F-PATIO RETAIN IRE:ECT

ns --- -- ...79 3.060 i ---

I

1 M 1 0.111
I

2 D 1 0.086
I

3 R 1

I

0.110

4 L i 3.214
I

5 l i I 0.383 * I

a ti G.360

7 F I 0.379

3 OCK 1 2.344

9 OCKH 1 3.210

10 OCP 1 0.410 .

11 OCT 1 6.263
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Hypothesis H6

H
6

There are no significant differences for the MIXED male

to PREDOMINATE female groups between the PRESENT and

MODIFIED Cognitive. Style Map Inventory Element items as

indicated by the PRE to POST inventories.

Through a two-way analysis of covariance between the dependent

variable of test score and the independent variables of sex and test

(PRE or POST) and a covariate of vocational program at 2,269 degrees of

freedom at an F value of 3.040, nine of the elements were retained; the

F-ratio values are M-0.470, D-1.000, R-0.117, L-1.395, 1-0.078, A-1.514,

F-0.110, QCKH-1.854, and QCP-0.171. Two elements, QCK-8.781 and QCT-7.247,

were rejected and had to be tested for significant element items. Table

17 shows this information.

TABLE 17

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
DECISION TABLE
HYPOTHESIS H6
(N,, to Pf)

H6 - There are no significant differences for the MIXED male
to PREDOMINATE female grobps between the PRESENT and
MODIFIED Cognitive Style Map Inventory Element items as
indicated by the PRE to POST inventories.

1,,ro-Way Analysis of Covariance
Dependent Variable = Test Score
Indetendent Variable = Sex, Test (PRE or POST)
Covariate = Vocational Program

HYPOTHESIS df Po=0.9S F -.ATID RETAIN REJECTLO.
46 --- -- :,239 0.040 --- -- --

1 M 0.470 *

2 0 1.000

3 R 0.117 .

4 L 1.395 *

5 I 0.373 *

6 A 1.514

7 F 0.110 .

a OCK 3.731
i

3 QC.KH 1.35*

10 CC? 0.171
[

1 11 OCT - 7.247 )

i



Hypothesis H7

H
7

There are no significant differences for the Vocational

Program and PREDOMINATE male to MIXED female groups

between the PRESENT and MODIFIED Cognitive Style Map

Inventory Element items as indicated by the PRE to POST

inventories.

The two-way analysis of covariance test for this hypothesis

resulted in nine of the elements retained at 2,269 degrees of freedom

and an F value of less than 3.040. The F-ratio values for the elements

are as follows: M-0.691, D-0.854, R-0.582, L-0.142, 1-2.008, F-0.101,

QCKH-2.388, QCP-0.604, and QCT-0.884. Two of the elements were retained

with an F-ratio value greater than 3.040: A-4.166 and QCK-17.385; and

they had to be tested further for significant element items. Table 18

summarizes this information.
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TABLE 18

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
DECISION TABLE
HYPOTHESIS Hp
(Pm to Ma)

H7 - There are no significant differences for the Vocational
Program and ?IV:LC:41NA= male to MIMEO female groups
between the PRESET amd Y,COIZIED Cognitive Style Map
Inventory Element items as indicated by the PRE to POST
inventories.

ANALYSIS: Two-Nay Analysis of Covariance
Dependent Variable = Test Score
Independent Variable = Sex, Test (PPE or POST)
Covariate vocational Program

OT E IS NO. NAME df F:t=0.03 F-9AT:0 ?.ET-._N REJECT

H7 --- -- 1 2,259
1

3.345 --- --

1 :4 0.681 ,

2 ,o j 3.334

3 R I 0.582

4 1 0.142 '

5 2..08 .

6 A 4.166

7 i 0.401

8 QCK 1 j .085

9 ,QCKH 1.:53 i
,

1

,
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Hypothesis

H
8

- There are no significant differences for the Vocational

Program and PREDOMINATE male to PREDOMINATE female groups

between the PRESENT, and MODIFIED Cognitive Style Map

Element Inventory items as indicated by the PRE to POST

inventories.

Nine of the elements of this hypothesis, tested by the two-way

analysis of covariance with the dependent variable of test score and the

independent variables of sex and test (PRE or POST) and a covariate of

vocational program were retained at 2,359 degrees of freedom and at an F

value of 3,020. Table 19 shows that the retained elements and F-ratio

TABLE 19

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
DECISION TABLE
HYPOTHESIS Hg
(Pm to Pf)

H9 - There are no significant differences for the Vocational
Program and PREDOMINATE male to PRE ..ATE female groups
between the PRESENT and MODIFIED Cognitive Style Map
Inventory Element items as indicated by the PRE to POST
inventories.

ANALYSIS: Two -May Analysis of Covariance
Dependent Variable = Test Score
Independent Variable = Sex, Test (PRE or POST)
Covariate = Vocational Program

HYPOTHESIS NO. NAME df Fa= 0 . 0 S F-RATIO RETAIN REJECT

Hs --- -- 2,359 3.020 --- -- --

1 IM I 2.434

2 D

i

I 0.025

3 R 0.303

4 i 2.598

5 I i 0.614

6 A I 1.242

7 F 0.012

6 ,QCK I 26.217 *

9 iQORH i 6.219

10 CC? I 2.466

Ill QCT I 2.099
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values are as follows: M-2.434, D-0.025, R-0.303, L-2.598, 1-0.614,

A-1.242, F-0.018, QCP-2.466, and QCT-2.099. Two of the elements were

rejected; the F-ratio values are QCK-26.217 and QCKH-6.219; and they had

to be tested further for significant element items.

Hypothesis H9

H9 There are no significant differences for the MIXED male

and Vocational Program group to the TOTAL female group

between the PRESENT and MODIFIED cognitive style map

inventory element items as indicated by the PRE to POST

inventories.

The two-way analysis of covariance results for this hypothesis show

that nine of the elements were retained at 2,359 degrees of freedom and

at an F value less than 3.020. The nine elements and their F-ratio

values are as follows: M-0.480, D-0.516, R-0.143, L-0.872, I-0.000,

A-0.570, F-0.124, QCKH-0.955, and QCP-0.316. Elements QCK-9.215 and

QCT-10.637 were rejected and had to be tested for significant element

items. This information is shown on Table 20.

TABLE 20

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
DECISION TABLE
HYPOTHESIS He
(m, to Tf)

H9 - There are no significant differences for the snED male
Vocational Program group to the TOTAL female group
between the PRESENT and MODITIED Cognitive Style nap
Inventory Element items as indicated by the PRE to POST
inventories.

ANALYSIS. Two-Way Analysis of Covariance
Dependent Variable . Test Score
Independent Variable Sex, Test (PRE or POST)
Covariate - Vocational Program

HYPOTHESIS 1 9,.0.05 I . -RATIO RETAIN I arxEcT
I NO.,,,iV1,.. 1

H9 -- 0,,33 J.440 ........ ...
1

1

0.480

2 i0 0.516 I i.

J 1. 0.143

4 IL 0.372
1

5 i, 0.000

J_
a

1

iA 0.570

4 14.

3 :,(.4 ; . ...a :

3 ,,,_ all J.05a

0 f 0.3,

II II0CT
I

i 5.,.615
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Hypothesis H10

H
10

- There are no signifitant differences for MIXED female

Vocational Program group to the TOTAL male group between

the PRESENT and MODIFIED cognitive style map inventory

element items as indicated by the PRE to POST

inventories.

To test this hypothesis through the two-way analysis of covariance

with 2,359 degrees of freedom and at an F value of 3.020, the relation-

ships of the dependent variable of test score and independent variables

of sex and test (PRE or POST) and the covariate of vocational program

showed that nine elements were retained; the F-ratio values are M-0.142,

D-0.211, R-0.278, L-0.018, 1-1.443, A-1.089, F-0.407, QCP-1.103, and

QCT-2.670. Two of the elements were rejected and had to be

tested for significant element items; the F-ratio values are

QCK-17.241 and QCKH-4.799. Table 21 shows the above information.

TABLE 21

COGNITIVE STYLE NAPPING
DECISION TABLE
HYPOTHESIS 510
Mf to Tm)

H10 There are no significant differences for the MIXED
female Vocational Program gropp to the TOTAL ma,e orcup
between -te ant nD ,.ognitive Style Vao
Inventory Element items as indicated by the PRE to POST
inventories.

ANALYSIS: Two-Way Analysis of Covariance
Dependent Variable . Test Score
independent Variable . Sex, Test ;PRE or POST)
Covariate vocational Program

.3 I F6.0.05 I 7-PATIO :4E TAI3:

RIO

1 i3

3 ;3.

I
I

0.278

4
I-'

,r 3.313

. .
S 1.... ..443

6 IA I j 1.065

1: 0.400' 1 *

3 )I:201:

1

17.241
' j

.

3 19C3I. 4.759
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Hypothesis H1

H11 - There are no significant differences for the PREDOMINATE

male Vocational Program group to the TOTAL female group

between the PRESENT and MODIFIED cognitive style map

inventory element items as indicated by the PRE to POST

inventories.

For this hypothesis, eight elements were retained and three were

rejected for further testing for significant element items through the

two-way analysis of covariance. The dependent variable was the test

score, the independent variables were sex and test (PRE or POST), and

the covariate was the vocational program. With 2,449 degrees of freedom

at an F value of 3.020, the eight retained elements and F-ratio values

are as follows: M-2.167, D-0.077, R-0.181, L-1.888, 1-0.816, A-1.626,

F-0.031, and QCP-0.322. The three rejected elements and F-ratio values

that needed further testing for significant element items are QCK-24.657,

QCKH-4.087, and QCT-4.558. Table 22 summarizes this information.

TABLE 22

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
DECISICI. TABLE
HYPOTHESIS H11

(Pm cc Te

H11 - There are no significant d'fferences for the
PTEDCMII;ATE male vocational Program group to the TOTAL
female group between the PRESENT and ;IODIFIED Cognitive
Style tap Inventory Element items as indicated by the
PRE to POST inventories.

ANALYSIS: Two-Way Analysis of Covariance
Dependent Variable . Test Score
Independent Variable Sex, Test (Pat or POST)
Covariate = Vocational Program

HY.7,77,44TS ' cl4 ra0.05 ;

---; -- 2,443 3.020

2

;D
2.217

3 IA 0..81 ;

..365

0.22.6

I..

0.3n

0.322
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Hypothesis H1

H
12 There are no significant differences for the PREDOMINATE

female Vocational Program group to the TOTAL male group

between the PRESENT and MODIFIED cognitive style map

inventory element items as indicated by the PRE to POST

inventories.

The two-way analysis of covariance, with the dependent variable of

test score and the independent variables of sex and test (PRE or POST)

and the covariate of vocational program, resulted in the retaining of

eight elements and rejecting of three elements. With 2,449 degrees of

freedom and at an F value of 3.020, the retained elements and F-ratio

values are M-1.187, D-0.029, R-1.444, L-1.686, 1-0.454, A-0.133, F-0.197,

and QCP-3.006. The rejected elements and F-ratio values that needed

further testing for significant element items are QCK-25.733, QCKH-7.325,

and QCT-4.062. This information is presented on Table 23.

TABLE 23

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
DECISION "'ABLE.
HYPOTHESZi

(PS to Tm)

512 - There are no significant differences for the
PPEDCMINATE female Vocational Program gran? to the TOTAL
male grIo between tte PRESENT and MODIPIED Cognitive
Style Map Inventory Element items as Indicated by tae
PRE to POST inventories.

ANALYSIS: wo-Way Analysis of Covariance
Deoencent varlable . Test Score
Independent Variable .,Sex, Test IPPE or POST)
Cover-ate Vocational Program

HYPOTHESIS ,.2; ' ' F 3.-3 03

612 I

a.3

..137

'4.'447

3 R 4.14a .

4 L 1.336

7 irk 3.137

7 IF 3.137

723

I1

1-'1 C.7,7
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First Level Statistics - Summary

From running the one-way analysis of variance and two-way analysis

of covariance tests for each of the twelve hypotheses, a total of

twenty-eight inventory elements were shown as needing further statistical

analysis to identify the significant items. A summary of the twelve

hypotheses is shown on Table 24.

TABLE 24

COGNITIVE STYLE AAPI"NO
DECISION TABLES ST22.2LARY

H/ map
SIGNIFICANT ELMENTS

HvPOTHrSIS SIGNIFICANT ELE2IENT

QCK, QCKH,
NUMBER

3

H2 R, QCKh, 2, OCT

:13

Q(..::;, QC1-:.H, ;co
;

1

ns QCT 1

E QCK, QCT

. A, QCK 2

Hs QCK, QCKH 4

H
9 C:,,, CT

h
10 QC:\, QL2,..h 2

H QCY, QCKH, OCT 3

'112 QCK, QCKH, QCT

TOTAL 23

Table 25 gives the direction/frequency breakdown for the

three single its elements: QCK, QCP, and QCT. For the eleven

hypotheses that these elements were identified as significant,

there are eleven direction/frequencies that are positively

significant, six that are negatively significant, and one that

is of zero or neutral significance.



7A312 25

02GNITTV7 07 = Y4P9TI1G

ELENENT 3a64K720 3Y 178.31/PRE//057

ELEMENTS QCP, OCT, OCK

'31YPOTHESI551.61'.117/4

1 CK

SOT !

I

2 00?
QC*

i

4 CA
OT

5 QCT I

1

6 507
OCT

7 QCK

:::3

10 23K

11 1207 1

QCT 1

12 1207

OCT i

TOTALS 11 13

R10:11AL9EY13331
1;1831 1.18411 011, ..,3=1I11108.7

.

136

1^7

70

1071

13612.3980
10712.0570

1..3,1
1.64..81'1.3593

2.5135
1.9630 !

1.54071

1 2.5037
1.7556i

24.343
6.79604

3.3392
0.2112

3.307

12.735-01

6.10301

1 107 6.2360 6.22601 0.0000

1 116 4.4790 1. 2.7810
1

4.3020
1 107 4.2650 7.2470 2.2323 *

1 136 9.22501117.38504 3.1500

13613.2190'25.2170 12.3930

1 136 5.3530 ! 9.215d 3.2570
1 100 7.0590 10.53/0 3.5730

1 136.11.1.4070 117.2410 5-3340i
1

1 13512.4000 124 .657Y
1 107111.60001 4.558C

12512.3960 12 25.733 12.3rot
1 105 7.37101 4.36201 3.2090 i

13111111!

:7811

*

11 ; 6

v-n
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Since each of the cognitive style map inventory elements is made up

of one or more items, the next set of statistics needed to analyze the

area of which items within each element are significant. Since three of

the map elements consist of only one item, these elements (QCK, QCP,

QCT) did not need to be tested further. The information on Table 25

shows the comparison of the original (PRE) and revised (POST) means for

the various hypotheses listed on Table 24.

After eliminating the inventory elements that have only one item,

there remained ten inventory elements. This information is summarized

on Table 26 which shows the elements to be tested for significant items,

Nine of the original twelve hypotheses--H H2, H

, H --contained the inventory element items.

g H H
-7' 8' '10'
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With the elimination of the three (3) single item elements, there

remained those multiple item elements that needed further checks on

significance.

TABLE 2S

COGNITIVB STYLE :..LAPPING
CASLE

ELEMENTS TO BE TESTED FOR SIGNIFICANT ITEMS

HYPOTHESIS SIGNIFICANT ELEMENT NUMBER

`i2
R, 2

T,CRH

GCS:_

Qc:H

LU

Tables 27 through 35 present the second level of data obtained from

the various SPSS descriptive statistics analysis subprograms.

The identified inventory element for the specified hypothesis was

statistically compared in the same manner as stated in the hypothesis

through the use of PRE and POST means an the direction of change,

either positive or negative. The individual inventory element item that

showed the greatest difference was identified as the item that caused

the inventory element to be significant.

Hypothesis H
1

- Element QCKH

The Element QCII is tested for in Inventor,? VIII through three

items: numbers 84, 93, and 95.

The three items had original (PRE) means and revised (POST) means

of (1) 1.185 and 1.174, (2) 1.800 and 1.185, and (3i 2.430 and 9.492.
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The differences and directions are (1) -0.011, (2) +0.213, and (3)

+0.063. Therefore, the second item (93), revised (POST), is the

significant item for hypothesis Hi, as shown on Table 27.

TABLE 27

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
ELEMENT BREAKDOWN BY ITEM/PRE/POST

HI - ELEMENT OCKH (ORIGINAL/REVISED)

ITEM NO. IORIGINALIREUISES; DIRECTION !S:.!;NI!riCANT
ANALYSISCRIGINAL MEAN MEAN 1DIFFERENCEPOSITIVENECAT

34 1.I35 1 I.i74 0.011

2
j 93 1.500 i 1.315 !

3 95 2.430 4 2.493 !r 0.063
1

Hypothesis H2 Element R, Part I

The Element R is tested for in inventory through six items:

numbers 1, 9, 16, 18, 25, and 31. Table 28, Part I, presents the

comparisons between the male and female groups on the original (PRE)

means for each of the element items. The means, differences, and

directions are as follows: (1) 3.0296 and 2.5037, -0.5159; (2) 4.0741

and 4.0815, +0.0074; (3) 3.6370 and 3 370, -0.2000; (4) 3.9037 and

3.2741, -0.6296; (5) 2.1926 and 2.4319, +0.2593; and (6) 2.6222 and

2.1832, -0.4370. The fourth item (13), original (PRE), is the signifi-

cant item for hypothesis H2 for the inventory Element R.

Hypothesis H,7 - Element QCKH, Part II

The second significant inventory element for hypothesis H2, QCKH,

from Inventory VIII is made up of three items. The means, differences,

and directions are as follows: (1) 1.0148 and 1.3336, +0.3408; (2)

1.1704 and 2.0296, +0.3392; and (3) 2.6889 and 2.1704, -0.3183, The

significant element item for hypothesis H. is the second item (93),
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original (PRE), for the Element QC U1. Table 28, Part II, presents this

information.

TABLE 28

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
ELEMENT BREAKDOWN BY ITEM BY SEX/PRE/PRE

PART I
H2 - ELEMENT R (ORIGINAL)

I'M NO.
ORIGIAL

MEAN
MALE

C'I3INAL
MEAN
FEMALE DIFFERENCE

DIRECTION SIGNIFICANT
ITEMANALYSITRIGINAL POSITIVZNEGATIVE

1 1 3.0296 2.5037 0.5159

2 9 4.0741 4.0815 0.0074

3 16 3.6370 3.4370 0.2000

4 18 3.9037 3.2741 0.6296

5 25 2.1926 2.4519 0.2593

6 31 2.6222 2.1352 0.4370

PART II

- ELEMENT QCKH (ORIGINAL)

1 84 1.0148 1.3556 0.3408 1

a 93 1.1704 2.0296 0.8592 I

3 95 2.6889 2.1704 0.5185 i

Hypothesis H3 - Element L

For hypothesis H
3'

Element L was found significant. This element

is tested for in Inventory X and is made up of six items. The means

for male and female were compared for the revised (POST) items. The

means, differences, and directions, summarized on Table 29 are as follows:

TABLE 29

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
ELEMENT. BREAKDOWN BY ITEM 3Y SEX/POST/POST

H3 - ELEMENT L (REVISED)

IREVIScDihEVJotO.

ANALYSISORIGINAL. IOIFFERENCEIPOSITI " SIGgliCA:17
ITEM NO. ' MEAN 1 MEAN I

DIRECTION

1 4 2.59261 2.52221 0.0296

2 12 4.2296 4.75561 0.5250

3 13 3.27041 3.45191 0.3150

4 17 3.6815; 4,45931 0.7772
I I

o 23 4.24071
1

4.29531- 0.3444
,

o 30 . 4.5037 5.03701 0.5333 1

1
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(1) 2.5926 and 2.6222, +0.0296; (2) 4.2296 and 4.7556, +0.5260; (3)

3.3704 and 3.4519, +0.8150; (4) 3.6815 and 4.4593, +0.7778; (5) 4.3407

and 4.2963, -0.0444; and (6) 4.3037 and 5.0370, +0.5333. The signifi-

cant item with the most change is the third item, number 13, revised

(POST), for the Element L, Hypothesis H3.

Hypothesis H, - Element QCKH

This hypothesis was compared by sex, male to female, between the

original (PRE) and revised (POST) inventories. Table 30 shows that of

the three items for Element QCKH, the second item (93), revised (POST),

is the one with the most change. The sex, means, differences, and

directions for the three items are as follows: (1) male -1.0148 and

1.0074, - 0.0074; female - 1.3556 and 1.3407, -0.0149; (2) male - 1.1704

and 1.5111, +0.3407; female -2.0296 and 2.1185, +0.0889; (3) male -

2.6889 and 2.6889, 0.0000; female - 2.1704 and 2.2963, +0.1159. For the

Element QCKH, both the male and female means showed a positive differ-

ence in making the second item (93), revised (POST), significant.

TABLE 30

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
ELEMENT BREAKDOWN BY ITEM BY SEX/PRE/POST

H, - ELEMENT QCKH (ORIGINAL/REVISED)

ITEM O. ORIGINAL REVISED! DIRECTION IS :I, ANT
ANALYukuJINALSEX: WEAN ! MEAN !!9:F=7pcncEipcs:7:vNEr!AT r !

1 84 !I 1.0148 , 00721 0.007,
) 1 1.3556 1.3,-071 0.3149

93 ; 1.51111
I 2.0296 2.1135! 0.0889

3 95 ) M 2.6889 2.58891 0.3000
1 2.1704 2.2953 0.115;

Hypothesis H7 - Element A

Hypothesis H, was compared for vocational program, sex (male and

female), and test (PRE or POST). Element A, Inventory is made up

of six items, numbers 4 , 49, 54, 57, 59, 66. Table 31 shows the break-
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down for the various comparisons. All six items show a positive

cumulative change between the original (PRE) and revised (POST) items,

though there are several negative changes for both male and female

subgroups. The original (PRE) and revised (POST) population means were

used to identify the significant element item. The means, differences,

and direction are as follows: (1) 0.7037 and 0.3593, +0.1456; (2)

0.9852 and 1.0889, +0.1037; (3) 0.5185 and 0.5630, +0.0445; (4) 0.7185

and 0.8222, +0.1037; (5) 0.8741 and 0.9185, +0.0444; and (6) 0.8296 and

0.3444, +0.0148. The first item (47) shows the greatest overall change

and is the significant item for Hypothesis H., Element A.

TABLE 31

COGNITIVE STYLE :4APPING
ELEMENT 31E323033 3Y :7E1 57 ?RI:GRA:I 33 11177'7PE.=C57

- ELEMENT A IORIOINAL/REV17.3:1

A7I I 74R1411;_E: 33.101N4L
' 7/1E115E1 5175-17:7"''

ANAL:Rn /RI AEV "E4N I I,EAN DIF7ERENC3,031;

1 47 0.70270.3590

2 49

3

1.98521.0880;
133

141

,

2

144 I 1

151

152

:54 2

54 0.518E0.5620

57 0.71550.0222

59 0.37410.9139

0.32',15:o.316 65

133 2

41

151 1

152 1

154
2

1

12

133 I 2

141 I 2

144 1:

1

0.1455
0.5000 0.6667 I 0.0567
0.3000 0.3000 1.3000
0.7233 0.0000

I 0.1667
0.5867 0.2000 0.1333
1.7000

. 1.1.333 I 0.4033
0.7333 0.5000

I 0/1302

0.8000 1.0000
1.4667 1.2000

1

0.2567
0.9667 0.9000 0.0667
0.9657 1,0667 I 0.4000
0.8657 0.3333 3.1334
1.0000 1.4000 0.4000

0.5E33
0.4000
0.200
0.6667

52 0.7333
154 I 2 0.5333

1

133 1 2 0.5667
III 0.7122
144 I i 0.7557
:51 1 0.7133
152 1 0.7567
154 2 0.5322

133 0.6857
141 i 2 0.7333
:44 i 1 0.9333
151 ; 1 1.0333
:52 I 1 0.2657

3.8000:54 2

0.4657
0.4000
0.4000
0.5000
0.8333
0.5332

1

0.0000
;

0.2000

IJO.M
0.3000

0.1037
1.3000 1 0.3333
1.9323 1 1.2000
0.7000 I 0.0567
0.8333 I 0.1000
1.3333 1 0.0E66
3.7:33 i 0.2000

0.3567
0.7133
0.9330
1.0332

1.1300
' 5233

3.3000 1.0000
0.00:0 .0
0.30:0

0.C444
0.2000

000
0.0000

0.2303
0.2567

3.0123
0.z:co
0.3567

..1.55.3 0.2003
1.8367 I, 1.200.0

3.666 0.7332 7.0555
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Hypothesis H8 - Element QCKH

The comparisons of vocational program, sex (male or female), and

test (PRE or POST) used to identify the significant element item in

Element QCKH for Hypothesis H8 are shown on Table 32. The three items

all show a positive cumulative change in means, though there are both

positive and negative changes within each subgroup. The original (PRE)

means and revised (POST) means, differences, and direction are as

follows: (1) 1.1833 and 1.2056, +0.0223; (2) 1.5444 and 1.9389, +0.3945;

and (3) 2.4278 and 2.4722, +0.0444. The significant item is the second

one (93) for Hypothesis H8, Element QCKH.

TABLE 32

COGNITIVE STYLE NAPPING
ELENENT 3REAKDOWN 3Y t7E11 BY PROGRAM SY SEX/PRE/POST

- ELE:1ENT 2RIGINAL/7 225)

:TE-1 2nP,1 A

3OPUL1TION 39EAK30,..i1 I

IARI95,_=S
; P.E7ISED 0IRECT:CN I :CA"

DIFFEPPEPOS,..t0A

2 93

3

.1333 q.2056

1.5444 1.9339

35 2.1273 2. 2

139 2 1.5323
144 1 1.3333
149 2 1.2000
';I 1 0.7000
152 1 I 0.3235
166 2 1.5000

1.5000
1.1322

1.3332
0.7667
1.2000
1.3000

139 2 1.7333 2.0000
144 1 1.0667 1.6322
149 2 1.9000 2.0323
151 I 1.0333 1.7000

152 1 , 1.0000 1.6667
166 2 2.5333 2.5000

139 2 1.9333
114 1 2.9333
149 2 2.2667
151 1 2.4333
152 1 2.7333
166 2 2.2667

Hypothesis H
10

Element QCKH

2.1000
2.7000
2.4000
2.5333
2.6333
2.3667

0.0223
0.03:3
0.2000
0.1333
0.0667
0.3567
0.2000

0.3945
0.2567
0.5666
0.1333
0.6567
0.5867
0.0667

0.0444
0.1667
0.2333
0.1333
0.2000
0.1000
0.1000

The three items that make up Element QCKH for this hypothesis,

through the comparison of vocational program, sex (male or female) and

test (PRE or POST), have (1) no change, (2), and (3) positive changes in

population means. The second item (93) has greatest positive change and
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is the significant item for Element QCKE. The original (PRE) means and

revised (POST) means, differences, and direction are as follows: (1)

1.0722 and 1.0722, +0.0000; (2) 1.3722 and 1.6167, +0.2443; and (3)

2.5667 and 2.5944, +0.0277. Table 33 shows the breakdown for the sub-

group means.

TABLE 33

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
ELENENT BREAKDOWN SY ITEM SY PROGRAM SY SEX/PRE/POST

Hio - ELEMENT OCKH (ORIGINAL/REVISED)

POPULAT:ON ORE.AK.L.
I.77M NO.: MEAN iARIABLE&I ORIGINAL RE DIRECT7ON SISNIFICANT

,1,-i4 Uiri.:7,Z,LaCrlii.:11')i1,-,,. .H7_;1

}

34 1.07271.0721 0.2000
133 1.0000 1.0667 0.0567

1 0.3000 0.5667 1.1333 *

2 1.2000 1.4667 0.2567
141 1.4333 I 1.1000 0.3333

1.4667 1.0567 0.4000
2 1.4000 1.1333 0.2567

144 1 1.3333 1.1333 0.0000
151 1 0.7000 0.7667 0.0667 *

152 1 0.3333 1.2000 0.3667 *

154 1.1333 1.1667 0.0334 *

1.1333 1.1333 0.0000
2 1.1333 1.2000 0.0667

2 93 1.37201.51571 0.2445 x **
133 1.3333 1.7333 0.1000

1 1.7333 1.4667 0.2566
2 1.9333 2.0000 0.0667

141 2.1000 1.8000 0.3000 *

1 1.3000 1.4667 0.3333 *

2 2.4000 2.1323 0.1667
144 1 1.0667 1.6333 0.5666 *

151 1 1.0333 1.7000 0.5667
152 1 1.0000 1.6667 0.5667
154 1.2000 1.1557 0.0333 *

1 0.3000 0.6667 0.1333 *

2 1.5000 1.6667 0.6667

3 95 2.56612.5944 0.0277 *

133 2.3333 2.6000 0.2667
1 2.5333 2.6667 0.1334 *

2 2.1333 2.5333 0.4000
141 2.5000 2.4667 0.0333

1 2.3667 2.6667 0.2000 *

2 2.1333 2.2667 0.1334
144 1 2.9333 2.7000 0.2333
151 1 2.4333 2.5333 0.2000
152 1 2.7333 2.5333 0.1000 *
154 2.4667 2.5333 0.0666

1 2.6000 2.3333 0.3033 *

2 2.3333 2.1333 0.2000
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Hypothesis
H11

Element QCKH

By comparing vocational program, sex (male or female), and test

(PRE or POST), the three items had population means that all showed

negative changes between the original (PRE) and revised (POST) means,

though there are both positive and negative changes for the subgroups.

The original (PRE) and revised (POST) means, differences, and direction

are as follows: (1) 1.2133 and 1.1956, -0.0177; (2) 1.9467 and 1.6178,

-0.3289; and (3) 2.4178 and 2.3911, -0.0267. The second item (93) shows

the greatest change and is the significant element item for Hypothesis

H11, Element QCKH, as shown on Table 34.

TABLE 34

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
ELEMENT SREAKDOWN 3Y ITEM 3Y PROGR,AM 3Y SEX/PRE/ROST

Hli - ELEMENT QCXH (ORIGINAL/REVISED)

ITEM NO POPULATION MEA0
?OPJLAIION 3Pc.K0u

ARABLE S; ORIGINAL REVISED DIRECTION SIGNIFICANT
ANAL.CRIG RIGINALRE'L _ OGRASEX MEAN MRAN DIFFERENCEPCS TI1ENEGATL L,L:,

1 84 1.2133 1.1956 0.0177
133 2 1.2000 1.6000 0.4000
139 2 1.5000 1.0667 0.4333
141 2 1.4000 1.1333 0.2667
144 1 1.1333 1.0333 0.1000 *

149 2 1.3332 1.4000 0.0667 *

151 1 0.7667 1.0667 0.3000 *

152 1 1.2000 0.7667 0.4333

154 2 1.1333 1.2000 0.0667 *

166 2 1.3000 1.6667 0.2667

2 93 1.9467 1.6173 0.3299 **

133 2 1.9333 2.1333 0.2000
139 2 2.0000 1.3333 0.1667
141 2 2.4000 2.1333 0.2667
144 1 1.6333 1.1332 0.5000
149 2 2.0333 1.9000 0.1333 *

151 1 1.7000 0.9667 0.7333
152 1 1.6667 1.0000 0.6667
154 2 1.5000 1.6567 0.0667
166 2 2.6000 2.3333 0.2557

3 95 2.4173 2.3911 0.0257
133 2 2.1333 2.5333 0.4000
139 2 2.1000 2.2000 0.1000
141 2 9.1333 2.2567 0.1334 *

144 1 2.7000 2.6000 0.1000
149 2 2.4000 2.2000 0.2000 *

151 1 2.6333 2.7333 0.1000 *

152 1 2.6333 2.5667 0.0334
154 2 2.3333 9.1332 0.21300

*

166 2 9.3657 9.0657 0.3000 *
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Hypothesis H12 - Element QCKH

Table 35 shows the results of the comparisons of vocational program,

sex (male or female), and test (PRE or POST) for Hypothesis Hi2, Element

OCKH. The three items have population means that are (1) positive,

and (2) and (3) negative. The second item (93) shows the greatest

population mean change and is the significant element item. The original

(PRE) and revised (POST) means, differences, and directions are as

follows: (1) 1.1511 and 1.1733, +0.0222; (2) 1.7822 and 1.5244, -0.2578;

and (3) 2.5289 and 2.4756, -0.0533.

TABLE 35

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
ELEMENT BREA:Kr:CYO 57 gY ?4,032A1 gY 38,W=4E/P05T

12 - ELEMENT QCKH ORIGI1IAL/REV1323)

POeLL.A7109 600 71 3421400 91
:TEY NO. lEAN , iARIABLES' 2 0 14L SED

`n519 A .15:AN

,

..,
,

4c:C .7.0 SIC,

ANAL/04101 DR . REV PP.03RAMSEX1 DIF FERENCE, ,

1 84 1.1511,1.1733 0.0222 *

133 1 0.6557 1 0.3000 0.1233 *

129 2 1.5000 j 1.3557 0.4233
141 1 0.9333 1.4657 0.5334
1,44 1 1.1024 1.0690 0.0244
149 2 : 1.3333 1.4000 0.0667
151 1 0.7667 I 1.0567 0.3000
152 1 1.2000 0.7567 0.4333
154 1.2500 1.2500 0.0000 '

1 1.2000 i 1.1333 0.0567 .

2 2.0000 3.0000 1.0000 *

166 2 1.3000 1.5657 0.3567 *

2 93 1.73221.5244 0.2573
133 1 1.4667 1.7333 0.2566
139 2 2.0000 1.3333 0.1667
141 1 1.3333 1.5000 0.4667 *

144 1 1.5852 1.1724 0.4133
149 2 2.0333 1.9000 0.1333
151 1 1.7000 0.3567 0.7233 '

152 1 1.6667 1.0000 0.6567 *

154 0.8125 0.9375 0.1250 *

1 0.5667 0.3000 0.1333 '

2 3.0000 3.0000 0.0000 *

156 2 2.5000 2.3333 0.2567

3 95 2.52897.4735 0.0532
133 1 2.7333 2.5333 0.2000 *

139 2 2.1000 2.2000 0.1000 *

141 1 2.8657 2.3667 0.0000 *

144 1 2.6897 2.6897 0.0000 *

149 2 2.4000 2.2000 0.2000
151 1 2.5332 2.7322 0.1300
152 1 2.6332 2.6667 0.0241 *
,54 2.3873 2.6250 3.0625

1 2.6657 2.5000 0.0657
2 3.3000 3.0000 0.0000 *

266 2 2.3567 2.0657 0-2000
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Second Level Statistics - Summary

The SPSS statistical analysis comparisons run to identify the

significant element items for the nine hypotheses are summarized on

Table 36. There are seven hypothesis element items that have a positive

change, indicating that the elimination of biased/stereotyped language

resulted in a greater item response selection for the specific inventory

element. There are three hypothesis element items that have a negative

change, indicating that the elimination of biased/stereotyped language

resulted in a lesser item response selection for the specific inventory

element.

TABLE 36

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
DECISION TABLES SUMMARY
ELEMENT/ITEM BREAKDOWN

HYPOTHESIS
SIGNIFICANT

ELEMENT

ITEM NO.
DIRECTION/FREQUENCYANALYSIS'ORIGINAL

NO. NO. POSITIVENEGATIVE
Hi QCKH 2 93 *

H2 R 4 '3
QCKH 2 93

H3 L 3 13

H4 QCKH 2 93

H7 A 1 47 *

H8 QCKH 2 93 *

H10 QCKH 2 93

1111 QCKH 2 93

H12 QCKH 2 93

TOTALS 9 10 7 3

In addition, the three single item elements, QCP, QCT, and QCK,

that were identified as significant in eleven of the hypotheses have

eleven positive significance indications, six negative significance

indications, and one zero or neutral significance indication, as shown
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on Table 25. Table 37 shows the inventory element items found to be

significant in this research study on sex bias/sex stereotype.

TABLE 37

COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING
STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT ELEMENT 'ITEMS

HYPOTHESES H1 TO El2

HYPOTHESIS ELEMENT

ITEM NO.
DIRECTION/FREQUENCYANALYSIS ORIGINAL

NO.
! NO. POSITIVI,NEGATIVE NEUTRAL

H
1 QC{ ,

136
QCKH 2 93 *

QCT 107 *

H
2

R
QCYH

4
2

13

93
QC? 1 77
QCT 1 107

H
3

L 3 13

. QCX 1 136 *

QCXH 2 93 *

QCT 1 107

ne-..,,
Q..__ 1 107

H6 QCK 1 136 .

QCT,4,..- 1. 107

H7 A 1 47 *

QC{ 1 136 *

H
3

QCT 1 136
QCXH 2 93 *

QC{ 1 136 *

QCT 1 107 *

H10 QCK 1 136 *

QCXH 2 93 *

QCR 1 136
QCNH 2 93 *

QCT 1 107

LT
-12 QC{ 1 136

QCKH 2 93 *

QCT 107 *

TOTALS 28 18 'I.

For the twelve hypotheses, there were twenty-eight inventory

element items found to be significant, either positive, negative, or



neutral. By eliminating the repetitions of the inventory elements,

there remain seven: QCKH, R, L, A QCK, QCT, AND QCP; each with a

single significant item.

Forty-three items or 89.58 percent of the forty-eight showed no

statistical significance. Seven items or 14.58 percent of the forty-

eight showed statistical significance. QCK is statistically signi-

ficant nine times: eight positive, one negative, and zero neutral.

QCT is statistically significant eight times: three positive,

four negative, and one neutral. QCP is statistically significant

one time: zero positive, one negative, and zero neutral. QCKH is

statistically significant seven times: five positive, two negative,

and zero neutral. R is statistically significant one time: one

positive, zero negative, and zero neutral. L is statistically

significant one time: one positive, zero negative, and zero neutral.

A is statistically significant one time: one positive, zero nega-

tive, and zero neutral. Table 38 represents the above information.

TABLE 33

COGNITIVE STYLE. N_AP? ING
SIGNIXICANT 3.11301ENT ITEMS

SUMMARY.

:T7,01 NO . ?OS _:,E

QCX 136 3 0

QCT 107 3

cc? 77 0 1 0

93 3 2

a 13 0

13 0 j 0

A 0 0

TOTALS 7 _t _m8 19 3

Of the original seventeen elements tested for in inventories VII,

VIII, IX, and X, seven or 41.18 percent are statistically significant;

and ten or 38.32 percent show no statistical significance.
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The forty-eight identified biased/stereotyped items represent 32.65

percent of the one hundred forty-seven items in Inventories VII, VIII,

IX, and X. Forty-three items of the total represent 29.25 percent that

show no statistical significance. Seven of the total represent 4.76

percent that show statistical significance. Also, the seven significant

items represent 0.02 percent of the total of three hundred twenty-four

items in the total Cognitive Style Mapping Inventories: I - XVI.

From the SPSS statistical analyses, the end result is that the

elimination of sex biased/sex stereotyped language from the selected

inventory items did not cause a significant change in the item responses.

This means that the elimination of the biased/stereotyped language did

not alter to a significant degree the selected control groups' responses,

as tested for by the specific cognitive style mapping inventory elements.

Therefore, this study shows that the elimination of sex references

from the inventory items should produce a similar inventory element

profile.

This chapter has presented the findings and interpretations of the

SPSS analyses for the twelve hypotheses, both first level and second

level statistics.
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V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Statement of the Problem

This study was designed to implement and statistically evaluate a

synthesized sex bias/sex stereotyping identification criteria set for

the revision of educational/instructional evaluation materials; i.e.,

the selected cognitive style mapping inventory items. The major purpose

of this study was to go the next step beyond just talking and/or writing

about sex bias/sex stereotyping issues by developing a set of criteria

for analyzing instructional materials and then revising the identified

segments and statistically testing the significance, direction, and

amount of change between the original and the revised inventory items.

To check for the influence on the inventory items, the twelve

hypotheses were set up to show the various interactions of the

population groups and sub-groups: sex, mixture, and vocational program.

Procedure and Sample

The study's population grouping was collected from the students

completing the orientation/cognitive style mapping program during the

summer of 1978 at the Fox Valley Technical Institute.

The treatment to the selected cognitive style mapping inventory

items was based on the synthesized sex bias/sex stereotyping identifi-

cation/ modification criteria.

The interactions between the population groups and subgroups and

the original and revised cognitive style mapping inventory items were

statistically tested through analysis of covariance, one-way analysis of

variance, and two-way analysis of variance.

A review of literature was conducted from the three perspectives of

(1) the general conceptual background and description of the cognitive
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style mapping process, (2) the research literature on the general topic

of cognitive style mapping, and (3) the literature regarding criteria

for identifying and analyzing instructional materials for sex bias/sex

stereotyping.

Major Findings

From the first level run of statistical analyses on the twelve

hypotheses, twenty-eight of the inventory elements were shown as needing

further analysis to identify the significant items. After eliminating

the three single item elements (QCK, QCP, OCT), there remained ten

inventory elements that needed to be tested further.

From the second level run of statistical analyses on the nine

hypotheses that needed further analysis, there are seven element items

that have a positive change, indicating that the elimination of biased/

stereotyped language resulted in a greater item response selection for

the specific inventory element. Also, there are three element items

that have a negative change, indicating that the elimination of biased/

stereotyped language resulted in a lesser item response selection for

the specific inventory element.

For the twelve hypotheses, there are twenty-eight inventory element

items found to be significant, either positive, negative, or neutral.

Of the seventeen elements tested for in the selected inventories

(VII, VIII, IX, X), seven are statistically significant; and ten show no

statistical significance.

Conclusions

In summary, this study shows for the selected application of the

sex bias/sex stereotyping analysis/revision criteria that the selected

cognitive style mapping inventory items should produce a similar inven-

tory element profile: PRE to POST.
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The end result of this study is that the revised/modified inventory

items did not cause a significant change in the item responses, meaning

that the revision did not alter to a significant degree the control

groups' responses as tested for by the cognitive style mapping inventory

elements.

Future Directions

From the data analysis, findings, and interpretations as specified

by the twelve hypotheses of this study on the elimination of sex

biased/sex stereotyped language from the selected items from Inventories

VII, VIII, IX, and X of the cognitive style mapping battery, the results

show that the language changes do not greatly affect the outcome.

Therefore, the other cognitive style mapping battery inventories,

especially the oral and non-print, should have the content analyzed and

rewritten to eliminate the sex biased/ sex stereotyped language

references.

This study has shown statistically that the negative sex bias/sex

stereotype language references can be eliminated as required by

PL 94-482 at the Federal level. Even though this study did not show any

drastic changes between the original (PRE) and revised (POST) items, the

sex-free items showed a better selection factor, through either no

change or a positive change.

This type of research needs to be continued to prove to those who

feel that sex biases/sex stereotypes do not exist that the elimination

of the sex reference language in vocational education instructional,

assessment, and evaluation curricular materials can help in the eradi-

cation of long-time educational and social sex biases and sex stereo-

types.
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Much has been written in the past several years about the topic,

but not much active research has been done to prove statistically that

biases and stereotypes not only should be but very definitely can be

excluded in educational materials.

In relation to the present study, there are areas that indicate

further research needs to be done. One area to be studied is a means in

the determination of why the male and female vocational program groups

are both positively and negatively significant; what causes these

differences should be analyzed. A second area is that even though the

various items are significant, further research is needed to determine

if there are other factors than those studied that caused the lack of

either positive or negative consistency. Another possible research area

is to use a different mix of student groups; such as, vocational diploma

programs, different enrollment time periods (six weeks to ninety-six

weeks), or a combination of diploma and associate degree vocational

programs.

One assumption that should be tested is the level of significance

and direction of change for the entire cognitive style mapping

inventories to see if the results obtained for the four inventories hold

consistent for the other twelve inventories.

Therefore, the limited analysis of this research study has provided

several avenues for further projects in the area of sex bias/sex

stereotype.
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APPENDIX A

Guidelines for Nonsexist Language in
APA journals

PUBLICATION MANUAL
CHANGE SHEET 2

t. Problems of Designation

Examples of common usage Consider meaning. An
alternative may be better.

Comment

I The client is usually the
best judge of the value
of his counseling.

2. Man's snatch for
knowledge has led hen into
ways of learning drat bear
examination.

3. mart, mankind

mans achievements

the average man

Inan a protect

Manpower

Department of Manpower

A. Ambiguity of Referent
The client is usually the
best judge of the value
of counseling.
Clients are usually the best
judges of the value of the
counseling they receive.
The best judge of the value
of counseling is usually the

The search for knowledge has
fed us into ways of learning
that bear examination.

People have continually
sought knowledge. The
search has led them, etc. ..
people, humanity, human
beings, humankind, human
species

human achievements,
achievements of the
human species
the average poison. people
in general
staff a project, hire
personnel, employ stall
work Iowa, personnel,
workers

(No alternative.)

His deleted.

Changed to plural.

Rephrased.

Rephrased, using last per-
son.

Rewritten in two sentences.

In this group of examples,
a variety of terms may
be substituted.

Official titles should not
be changed.

4. The use 01 experiments in
psychology presupposes the
mechanistic nature of man.

5. This intelterence
phenomenon, called learned
helplessness, has been
demonstrated in rats, cats,
lish, dogs, monkeys,
and men

6. Issues raised smote whether
the lack of cardiac
respcnsivity ift the premature
intent is secondary to
ids heightened level of
autonomic arousal . .

7. First the individual
becomes aroused by
violations of his personal
space, and then he
attributes the cause of this
arousal to other people
in his environment.

8. Much has been written
about the effect that
a child's position among
his siblings has on his
intellectual development.

9. Subjects were 16 guts
and 16 boys. Each child
was to place a car on
his board so that Iwo
cars and boards looked
alike.

The use of experiments in
psychology presupposes the
mechanistic nature of the
human being.
This interference
phenomenon, called learned
hulpieSsrless, has been
demonstrated in rats, cats.
fish, dogs. monkeys,
and humans.

responsively in the
pieinature intent is
secondary to the
heightened level

responsively in
premature intents is
secondary to their
heightened levels .

First we become aroused
by violations of our
personal space, and then
we attribute the cause of
this arousal to other
people in the
environment.

Much has been written
about the relationship
between sibling position
and intellectual
development in children.
Each child was to place
a car on his or her
bowl.' so that two cars
and boards 100ked

Noun substituted.

Noun substituted.

His changed to the

Rewritten in plural.

Pronouns substituted, he
arid his omitted.

Rewritten, plural introduced.

Changed his to his or her;
however, use sparingly to
avoid monotonous repetion.
Her or his may also be
used, but it sounds
awkward. In either case,
keep pronoun order
consistent to avoid ambiguity.



10. Each person's alertness was
measured by the difference
between his obtained
-thaxati.th scorn and his
ubtained arousal score.

11 he client's husband lets
her teach pan -lime.

12. males, females

13. Research scientists often
neglect their wives and
children.

14 When a test developer or
WS( user fails to satisfy
these requirements. he
should . .

15 the psychologist . be

the tlierapist he

the nurse she

the teacher she

16. woman doctor, lady
lawyer, male nurse

17 mottienng

Each person's alertness was
measured by the thaw-once
between the obtained
relaxation and arousal
scores.

The client's husband "lets"
her teach past-time.

The husband says he "lets"
the client teach part -time.

The client says her husband
"lots" her teach part -time.

U. Stereotyping
men, women, boys, girls,
adults, children, adolescents

Research scientists often
neglect their 'amities.

When test developers or
test users fail to satisfy
these requirements,
they should ...
psychologists . . they, the
psychologist ... she

therapists . . . they, the
therapist ... she

nurses . they; nurse
. he

teachers ... they;
teacher . he

doctor, physician,
lawyer, nurse

parenting, malluring (or
specify exact behavior)

His deleted, plural
introduced.

Punctuation added to clarity
location of the bias, that
is, with husband and wile,
not with author. It
necessary, rewrite to clarity
as allegation. See
Example 24 below.

Specific nouns reduce
possibility of stereotypic
bias and often clarity
discussion. Use male and
female as adjectives where
appropriate and relevant
(female experimenter-, male
subject). Avoid unparallul
usages such as 10 men
and 16 females.
Alternative wording
acknowledges that women
as well as men are research
scientists.
Same as Example 13.

be specific or change to
plural it discussing worrier
as wad as men.

Specify sex it it is a
variable or it sex
designation is necessary
to the discussion ("13
female doctors and 22
male doctors").
Noun substituted.

lb. chairman (of an
academic department)

chairman (presiding officer
of a committee or meeting)

19. Only freshmen were
eligible for the project.

All the students had
matriculated for three
years, but the majority
were still freshmen.

20. foreman, policeman,
stewardess, mailman

21. The authors acknowledge
the assistance of Mrs.
John Smith.

22. men and women, sons and
daughters, boys arid girls,
husbands and wives

23 men and girls

24. The client's husband lets
her leach padthme.

25. ambitious men and
aggressive women

cautious men and timid
women

Use chairperson or chair it
it is known that the
institution has established
either form as an official
title. Otherwise use chairmen
chairperson. 1110d111 e'er,
di SCUSS1011 leader

(No alternative if academic
standing is meant )

supervisor, police officer,
flight attendant, postal
worker or letter carrier

H. Problems of Evaluation
A. Ambiguity of Referent
The authors acknowledge
the assistance of Jane Smith.

women and men, daughters
and sons, girls and
boys, wives and husbands

8. Stereotyping
men and women, women
and men

The client leaches
part -lime.

ambitious women and men
or ambitious people

aggressive men and women
or aggressive people

cautious women and men,
cautious people

lined Merl arid women or
timid people

DdildallgifIl head may be
appropriate, but the term
is not synonymous with
chairman and chairperson at
all institutions.
In padianientary usage
ChUlflrldt) IS lire oilicial
term. Alternatives are
acceptable in most writing.

First-year student is often
an acceptable alternative to
freshman, but in these cases,
freshman is used for
accuracy.

Noun substituted.

Use given names in author
acknowledgments. When
forms of address are used
in text, use the appropriate
form: Mr., Mrs., Miss, or Ms.
Vary the order it content
does not require
traditional order.

Use parallel terms. Of
course, use men and
girls if that is literally
what is meant.
The author of this example
intended to communicate
the working status of the
woman but inadvertently
revealed a sterotype about
husband-wife relationships;
see Example 1 t above.
Some adjectives, depending
on whether the person
described is a man or a
woman, connote bias. The
examples illustrate some
common usages that may riot
always convey exact
meaning, especially when
paired, as in column I



26. The boys chose typically The boys chose (specify)
male toys.

The client's behavior was
typically lernale.

27. woman driver

28. Thu yids in the office
(peeled all clients.

29. coed

30 workers lib, women's
fibber

31. Sublet:Is were 16 man
and 4 women the woman
wore housewives.

the client's behavior was
(specify)

driver

secmlaries, office assistants

female student

women's movement,
suppoitre of

wornen's movement
The men were (specify)
and the women were
(specify)

Being specific reduces
poss./Wily 01 stereotypic
bias.

If specifying sex is
necessary, use tamale &Ivor.
Noun substituted.

Noun substituted.
Noun substituted.

DliSCItha women and Merl
in parallel terms. HOLISOWlia
indicates sex, marital
status, and occupation, and
excludes men. Homemaker
indicates occupation, and
includes men.
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APPENDIX B

ORIGINAL INVENTORY ITEMS LISTING

TEST X (10)

DIRECTIONS

In this test there are ten (10) situations in which you are asked
to imagine yourself. Each situation has four (4) alternative
responses. You are to decide which response you would "most likely"
make as the first choice or solution, then the second choice, the
third choice, and the fourth choice.

Remember, YOU MUST RANK ALL FOUR RESPONSES for each situation.
There is no time limit on this test.

EXAMPLE

If you had to organize a baseball team, you would:

1. Pick from previously established teams.
A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

2. Get all new untried players.
A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

3. Bring older experienced players from retirement.
A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

4. Compare each choice to an established star.
A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

AO 13 (1 CO DO
cl CO DO

0 D C DC
-I. AO DO CO DQ

SAMPLE ANSWER SHEET

In this example, #1 would be your first
choice (A), #2 would be your third
choice (C), #3 would be your second
choice (B), and #4 would be your
fourth choice (0).

Test X (10)
Page 1

One: If you were a member of a debate team and had to prepare
a speech "in favor of public school education," which
approach would you most likely take?

1. Compare American education with other American, European,
and Far Eastern educational systems and point out the
similarities among all of them.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

2. Tell your audience that despite what. appear to be "fads"
and "frills" in the public school, it still contains the
three k's and holds to standards to excellence and
purpose.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

3. Make a survey of all contemporary education pointing out
the differences between other educational systems and our
own.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

4. Compare the similarities and differences in the ideas of
professional educators and show to what extent they meet
the standards of the past.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

Turn to the next page.



Test X (10)
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Two: If you were asked to recommend a "very good" restaurant to
your best friend's family, what would you do?

5. Determine if the restaurant has the high standards of
very good restaurants you have visited in the past.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

6. Find out if its standards are in keeping with older
traditions as well as modern ones, and the extent to
which it is like or different from other good restaurants
and eating places.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

7. Discover in what ways the restaurant resembles and duplicates
other fine eating places. classroom differs from the past.

Test X (10)
Page 3

Three: In considering your own ideas about what helps to make a
"good" education, how would you rate the following as
methods of good classroom management?

9. Arrange a classroom that is as much as possible like the
kind of situations the students will encounter in the
"real" world (business, military, professional, etc.).

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

10. Place the teacher in position of authority. Be should be
one who leads, instructs, and controls the activities.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

11. Use the latest theories of education to show how today's

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

8. Determine in what ways the restaurant's reputation is
different from currently accepted standards of excellence.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

Turn to the next page.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

12. Recognize how our standards and values are changing and
provide a classroom that will aid learning and, at the
same time, help in the acceptance of society's standards.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

Turn to the next page.
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Four: If you were asked to rate the performance of a group of
workers or students, which method of rating would you
most likely choose?

13. Check the past record of the student/worker, compare his
performance to that of his fellow workers, and consider
his performance in terms of the work of others in the
past.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

14. Rate the worker/student in terms of standards and require-
ments established for the whole group at the beginning of
the year.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

15. Rate this year's group in terms of its difference from the
best group which performed in the past.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

16. Grade the student in comparison with the performance of his
present classmates.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

Turn to the next page.

Test X (10)
Page 5

Five: If you believe that a good home is necessary and desirable
for a child to make the greatest success in school, which
of the following would you most likely choose as the best
home environment?

17. One where the "old time parent and child roles are some-
what followed. Difference and individuality is respected,
but attempts are made by the family to fit into the
neighborhood by being like other families on the block
in most ways.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

18. One where the child is sure that his home is pretty much
like the home of his friends and classmates.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

19. One where the members of the family follow the ideas put
forward by social workers, family counselors and family
doctors.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

20. One where the best home is considered independent of the
rest of the society and is judged by its difference from
other families.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

Turn to the next page.
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Six: If you feel that a course in psychology is helpful to a
better understanding of normal behavior, which would you
choose as the most effective way to teach such a course?

21. A method where the teacher lectures and uses a standard
textbook which has been highly rated by psychology
teachers.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

22. Have students read various paperback novels and books
which illustrate different psychological problems (such
as, "I Never Promised You a Rose Garden") and compare the
abnormal behavior brought out in the books with that
discussed in class.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

23. Have students engage in a discussion of which symptoms are
typical of a particular illness and how it is different
from another illness.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

24. Use standard textbooks, tour a state mental hospital, read
psychological research, and determine how accurate is the
current method of classification of mental illness.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

Turn to the next page.

Test x (10)
Pagc! 7

Seven: If you wanted to find out more about a school's basketball
team, with hopes of making the varsity, which would you
choose as most helpful?

25. Watch movies of games played in the past, note the strategy
used by the winning team as compared with that used by the
other team.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

26. Attend a series of lectures by the coach in which he describes
the usual kind of player who contributes to a successful
team, and the traditional demands on the player.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

27. Pay close attention to the players who are on the varsity
team, and note the difference between their skills and
those of players on the reserve team.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

28. Listen to talks by coaches on the subject of what makes for
success in basketball, compare your skills with those of
other players but also realize your shortcomings.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

Turn to the next page.
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Eight: In making plans for getting a job after school graduation,
which procedure would you follow?

29. Go the the state employment agency for an interview with
the guidance counselor.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

30. Ask your high school counselor about job possibilities,
look at the want ads in the daily papers, and then make
up your mind based on all of the information gathered.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

31. Compare the advantages of the job listed in the want ads
with those suggested by the state employment agency.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

32. Check on the differences in pay, fringe benefits, and tasks
required for the same kind of job at different places.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

Turn to the next page.

Test X (10)
Page 9

Nine: If you were demonstrating to a group of youngsters a
method for learning to draw pictures, which would be
the most effective way?

33. To teach it as it is taught in school art classes where
the methods are demonstrated by the instructor.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

34. To show different approaches and methods in teaching art.
Analyze the very early methods of African art, the later
methods of European and modern artists.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

35. To compare the methods of teaching some art skills to
sketching, sculpture and the drawing of portraits.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

36. To note the differences between new and past methods of
teaching art.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

Turn to the next page.
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Ten: The issues centering around student rights and censorship
of school reading material is of concern to most students.
Which of the following do you most agree with?

37. School systems should copy the censoring practices of
other institutions of society. (i.e., the courts,
publishers, churches, and libraries).

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

38. School policy should recognize the policies of other arms
of society, and show how the policies at your school
differ from the usual ones.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

39. The school system should honor its traditions and recognize
the wisdom of the past controlling decisions of great
leaders in education.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

40. The school administration should secure recommended positions
on this issue from as many official offices and unofficial
organizations as possible, as well as student's opinions,
and shape a policy from this research.

A. first choice
B. second choice
C. third choice
D. fourth choice

Turn to the next page.

Test X (10)

Page 11

Answer each of the following statements according to the following
directions. DO NOT rank Items 41-45

Fill in the space on the I.B.M. sheet using the following code
for Items 41-45:

A. Rarely
B. Sometimes
C. Usually

41. When I am in an argument I avoid probability statements.

42. I enjoy the type of reasoning used in solving arithmetic
problems.

43. I enjoy puzzles in which the solution is deduced from the
rules.

44. When I am defending a position, I attempt to develop a
logical proof.

45. I resent being placed in situations in which I cannot predict
what the outcome will be.

Turn to the next page and go right
on with Test Nine (IX).

VD
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TEST IX (9)

DIRECTIONS

The following stories or incidents happen to people. Three
possible responses are given. You are required to choose which
of these is "most like you" (A) and which is "least like you" (B).
You are to leave one choice blank in every three answers.

EXAMPLE

A. Sue Bryant is planning to buy some new clothes for a long
vacation trip. She should:

I. Consult her parents and sisters on what to buy.

A. MOST B. LEAST

2. Make her own decision.

A. MOST B. LEAST

3. Ask the advice of her girlfriends.

A. MOST B. LEAST

1. A 0 l'O CO DOE LI

Z. A OBOCODOE

3. AU B0 CO DO E 50. Decide for himself what to do and even fight if necessary.

A. MOST B. LEAST

Test IX (9)
Page 1

A. Mrs. Jones, a widow with three children at home, is about to
be evicted from the flat that she has rented for the past
ten years. In order to help her solve her problem, sire
should:

46. Ask her married children (or sisters or brothers) for
help.

A. MOST B. LEAST

47. Ask the ladies in her church group to give her some
advice and help.

A. MOST B. LEAST

48. Realize that no one can really help her and decide to solve
it on her own.

A. MOST B. LEAST

B. Bill Bowen, a 17 year old at Center High School, is having
more and more frequent arguments and encounters with another
fellow in school. It is beginning to seem as though a fight
cannot be avoided. Bill should:

49. Talk to his best buddies about what he should do.

A. MOST B. LEAST

In the above example it would be most like you" (3A) to ask the
advice of your friends and "least like you" (2B) to make a decision
alone on what to buy.

NOTICE that choice one (1) "consult parents and sisters" was left
blank.

All of test nine follows this pattern of a combination of' A B
Blank in every three answers. There is no time limit on this test.

Turn to the next page.

51. Talk to folks at home and take their advice.

A. MOST B. LEAST

NOTE: If you do not have an A B Blank pattern for each three
items, you made an error. Please consult the test proctor
before proceeding if you have an incorrect pattern.

Turn to the next page.
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Page 2

C. Mary is a sophomore student at Colorado University. A
number of students are planning to go out on strike to
protest an inadequate educational system." Other students
are not supporting the strike. Mary should:

52. Weigh the positive and negative arguments for the strike
and make up her mind.

A. MOST B. LEAST

53. Call her parents (or brother or sister) and ask their
advice.

A. MOST B. LEAST

54. Discuss the proposed strike with her friends and follow
their suggestions.

A. MOST B. LEAST

D. Don Roberts needs a car to get to his new job. He goes to the
used car agency with some of his buddies and his dad. His
father wants him to buy one car; his buddies are urging him
to buy a different one and he has been thinking about another
one. He should;

55. Buy what his father suggests.

A. MOST B. LEAST

56. Buy what he has been thinking about.

A. MOST B. LEAST

57. Buy what his buddies are telling him to get.

A. MOST B. LEAST

Turn to the next page.

Test IX (9)
Page 3

E. The pastor of the B.C.E. Bible Church has been urging his
congregation to boycott some merchants along Tenth Street
for unfair sales and hiring practices. Mr. & Mrs. Pitts
have shopped at the stores for years and some of the merchants
have been farily nice to them. Mrs. Pitts does not want her
family to go without the things they get at the store. How-
ever, their fellow church members all side with the pastor.
If you were Mr. Pitts:

58. The family's feelings should determine the decision.

A. MOST B. LEAST

59. The goals of the members of the church should heavily
influence your actions.

A. MOST B. LEAST

60. You should weigh the situation and make a decision based
on your individual experiences.

A. MOST B. LEAST

DIRECTIONS

NOTE: CONTINUE TO MARK YOUR CARD USING THE CODE "MOST LIKE YOU""(A)
AND THE ONE THAT IS "LEAST LIKE YOU" (B) EVEN THOUGH THE
TEST FORMAT HAS CHANGED TO THREE STATEMENTS. Remember, you
should leave one item blank in each group of three (3).

F. 61. To be free to do as I choose.

A. MOST B. LEAST

62. To follow the advice given to me by close relatives.

A. MOST B. LEAST

63. To have others support and agree with me.

A. MOST B. LEAST

Turn to the next page.
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G. 64. To stick close to the standards developed in our family.

A. MOST B. LEAST

65. To stick firmly to my own opinions and beliefs.

A. MOST B. LEAST

66. To stick to the beliefs of my associates and fellow students.

A. MOST B. LEAST

H. 67. To make things for other people.

A. MOST B. LEAST

68. To spend time working on family project.

A. MOST B. LEAST

69. To work on my own hobbies without assistance.

A. MOST B. LEAST

I. 70. To live my life as taught by my parents.

A. MOST B. LEAST

71. To be able to live my life exactly as I wish.

A. MOST B. LEAST

72. To have a way of life much like my friends.

A. MOST B. LEAST

Turn to the next page.

Test IX (9)
Page 5

J. 73. To be relatively unbound by social conventions.

A. MOST B. LEAST

74. To be praised and approved of by other people.

A. MOST B. LEAST

75. To gain the approval of my family.

A. MOST B. LEAST

Turn to the next page and go right
on with test eight (VIII).



TEST VIII (8)

DIRECTIONS

Test VIII (8)
Page 1

76. I compete effectively in amateur sports.

The following test is untimed. Work quickly and mark the first
A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

answer that comes to you. Your first impression is important.
Do not spend a lot of time on any one question. 77. I wait for an invitation to be seated in making a call on

a supervisor in his office.
There are 32 items.

Fill in the space on the I.B.M. sheet under
letter according to the following code:

the proper A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

78. I am able to keep at a task which I set for myself.

A Usually A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never
B Sometimes
C Seldom
D Never 79. I can be effective in settling a dispute between two

parties.

EXAMPLE
A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

I would make a good football player. 80. I accept criticism without being deeply hurt.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never
A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

ANSWER SIIEET
81. I can maintain balance well enough to participate in water

or snow skiing.

AO DO CO DO E A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

In this case you believe you would "usually"
player.

be good as a football

82. I set goals consistent with my own needs and abilities.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

83. I can bring a group to some agreement.

Turn to the next page.
A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

84. I play the piano or other musical instrument.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

85. I can jump rope for three minutes with less than three
restarts.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

Turn to the next page.
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86. I seldom fail to complete an assignment because of mis-
judging my ability to complete the task.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

87. I compete effectively with other amateurs in such games
as billiards, ping-pony, or dart-throwing.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

88. I can influence others to join me in a cause.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

89. I can repair or work on an object with small parts.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

90. I would wait to be addressed by a supervisor rather than
take the initiative in greeting.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

91. I reserve discussion of "personal" matters to either those
who discuss such things professionally or friends and
relatives.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

92. I can convince people in disagreement to reach agreement.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

93. I am an adequate typist.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

94. I accurately predict my prospects for success in most
situations.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

Turn to the next page.

Test VIII (8)
Page 3

95. I make or can make minor household repairs.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

96. I am self-confident in assuming a new responsibility.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

97. I request permission before taking a seat near a stranger.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

98. I can convince others that my opinions are right.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

99. I reserve the use of first name greeting to friends and
associates of similar status.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

100. I can give a good description of someone's personality after
a short acquaintance.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

101. I am able to predict my own performance in a situation
which I had not experienced before.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

102. I give directions in such a way that others want to accept
them.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

103. I can anticipate how well I will do in an activity.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

- 104. I would wait to be introduced to a famous celebrity rather
than introduce myself.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

Turn to the next page.
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TEST VII (7)

105. I convince others to do the things I think they should do. DIRECTIONS

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never
The following test is untimed. Work quickly and give
answer that comes to you. Your first impressions are

the first
important.

106. I do not borrow money from strangers. Do not spend a lot of time on any one question.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never There are 40 items.

107. I would make a good salesman. Fill in the space on the I.B.M. card under the proper
using the following code:

letter

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

Turn to the next page and go
right on with test seven (VII).

A Usually
B Sometimes
C Seldom
D Never

EXAMPLE

I would make a good football player.

A Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

1. AO 130 C DO EO

In this case you believe you would "usually" be good as a football
player.

Turn to the next page and answer
the following statements.
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108. I try to avoid saying things which hurt other's feelings.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

109. I enjoy attending a good theatrical performance.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

110. The values of our society are good for everyone.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

111. I can effectively participate in a role-playing situation.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

112. I "talk with my hands" as one means of communicating.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

113. I consider the feelings of others.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

114. I enjoy listening to a good concert.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

115. I direct my life according to moral values.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

116. I am the type of person who can understand how others feel.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

117. I use "non-verbal" communication to make a point in a
speech.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

Turn to the next page.

Test VII (7)
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118. I am able to act in a stage play.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

119. I ask personal favors from close friends and associates
rather than from strangers or work supervisors.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

120. I can understand how others feel.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

121. I would give up monetary gain to avoid a compromise of
principles.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

122. I enjoy eating exotic foods and foreign dishes.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

123. I enjoy telling jokes and stories at a party.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

124. I would give up an immediate objective rather than sacrifice
a principle.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

125. I tell amusing stories at parties.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

126. I do not permit personal affairs to interfere with completing
an assignment.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

Turn to the next page.
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127. I understand how a person being punished would feel.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

128. 1 take part in amateur theatricals.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

129. I enjoy reading great works in literature.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

130. I can mimic a friend using only bodily movements and facial
expressions.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

131. I understand my friends better than they understand me.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

132. I do "play a role" if asked to at a party.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

133. I blush in an embarassing situation.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

134. I believe that a promise should be kept.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

135. The quality of one's work does not deteriorate when the
supervisor is away.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

136. I can effectively illustrate the behavior of a deaf-mute
using various movements and actions.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

Turn to the next page.

137. I enjoy reading poetry.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

138. I communicate well in a "charades" game.

A. Usually D. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

139. I am able to offer criticism without offending another person.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

1.40. I pretend to be` someone other than myself.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

141. I enjoy viewing a display of modern art.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

142. I use facial expressions to express various emotions.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

143. I discuss art and painting with friends.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

144. I can imitate a famous movie star before a group.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

145. I enjoy going to a symphony or opera.

A. Usually 11. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

146. I shrug my shoulders when saying "I don't know."

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

147. I would stop for a "STOP" sign any time even if there were
no other person in sight.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never
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AVPIADI X I)

RNVI SED I NVENTORY ITEMS L I STING

f IVI:11T(11(Y X ( 101 '<EV :;1:1) 01)1.:;.1`10/4S

01BECTIONS

19 11

The,: ale ,a,veral situations in which you ale asked to imagine
yo1)1,:olf. V.wh 11(011 loll has loill (4) alternative responses.
You alt, to decide which you would "most likely" make

ih, lit:A choice or solution, then the second choice, the
third choice, and the fourth choice._

m,.h,v, 7o0 no:;T BANK ALL HAM BE:WON;;B!; Lon och siLo0Li0o.
Tio, i :; i I I liwt 1 011) 1; on I IllS IIV,111,11 y

VXANPLE:

11 you had to otgani'oe 0 LOIll for a ::polt of your choice you would:

INVENTORY X (10)

Ono: If you .41-0 a of a class and had to'puepare a
speech "in favor of public school education," which
approach would you most likely Lake?

1. Compare American education with other Aluel [Sill,
1:11 015501, and haI 1051 ,L11 educational systems
and point out the similarities among all of them.

A. First choice
B. !:.econd choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

2. Tell your audience that despite what appear to he
1. Pick lrom ttoviously established teams. "fads" and "frills" in the public school, i1 still

contains the three Ws and holds in Slood,ildS of
A. First choice excellence and purpose.
B. Second choice
C. Thi,a choice A. Iii 51 choice
D. Fourth choice II. Ser,ond choice

C. Third choice
Cet all new, untried players. D. Fourth choice

A. Iii I: choio0
B. nocond choice
C. Thiid choice
D. Fourth choice

Ruing older, experienced

A. Fitst choice
R. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

players trosit

4. Cp,fe each choice to on established star.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

Turn to the next page.

40 12

3. Make a survey of all contemporary education pointing
out the differences between other educational :;y.:tems
and our 04/11 OJOCIL iooal uyut, ow .

A. First choice
h. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

4. Compare the similarities and differences in the ideas
of professional educators and show to what extent
they meets the standards of the past.

A. First. choice
11. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

Turn to the next page.
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INVENTORY X (10) REVISED QUESTIONS

Three: In considering your own ideas about what helps to
make a "good" education, how would yoU rate the
following as methods of good classroom management?

9. Arrange a classroom that is as much as possible
like the kind of situations the students will
encounter in the "real" world (business, military,
professional).

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

10. Place the instructor in a position of authority as
one who leads, instructs, and controls the learning
activities.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

11. Use the latest theories of education to show how
today's classroom differs from the past.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

12. Recognize how our standards and values are changing
and provide a classroom that will aid in learning
and, at the same time, help in the acceptance of
society's standards.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

Turn to the next page.
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INVENTORY X (10) REVISED QUESTIONS

Four: If you are asked to rate the performance of a group
of students or workers, which method Of rating would
you most likely choose?

13. Chock the past records of the students/workers,
compare their performance to that of their
co-students/co-workers, and consider their per
formance in terms of the work of other groups in
the past.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

14. Rate the worker/student in terms of standards and
requirements established for the whole group at the
beginning of the year.

A. First choice
-B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

15. Rate this year's group in terms of its difference
from the best group which performed in the past.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice

-D. Fourth choice

16. Rate the student/worker in comparison with the
performance of the present group members.

A. First choice
B. Second choice

'C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

Turn to the next page.
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INVENTORY X (10) REVISED QUESTIONS

Five:. If you believe that a good home is necessary and
desirable for a child to make the gretest success
in school, which of the following would you most
likely choose as the best home environment?

17. One where the "old time" parent and child roles
are somewhat followed. Difference and individ-
uality are respected, but attempts are made by
the family to fit into the neighborhood by being
like other families on the block in most ways.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

18. One where the child's home is much like the homes
of friends and classmates.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

19. One where the members of the family follow the ideas
put forward by social workers, family counselors,
and family doctors.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

20. One where the best home is considered independent of
the rest of the society and is judged by its differ-
ence from other families.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

Turn to the next page.
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INVENTORY X (10) REVISED QUESTIONS

Seven: If you wanted to find out more about a school's
athletic team of your choice, with the thought
of making the varsity, which would you choose
as the most helpful?

25. Watch movies of games played in the past, note
the strategy used by the winning team as compared
with that used by the other team.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

26. .Attend a series of the coach's lectures describing
the usual kind of member who contributes to a
successful team and the traditional demands on the
team member.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

27. Pay close attention to the players who are on the
varsity team and note the difference between their
skills and those of players on the reserve team.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

28. Listen to talks by coaches on the subject of what
makes for success as a team member and compare your
skills with those of other players but also realize
your shortcomings.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

Turn to the next page.
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INVENTORY X (10) REVISED QUESTIONS

Eight: In making plans for getting a job after school
graduation, which procedure would you'follow?

29. Go to the Job Service office for an interview

with a counselor.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

30. Ask your school or program counselor about job
opportunities, look at the want ads in the news-

paper, and then make up your mind based on all

the information gathered.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

31. Compare the advantages of the job listed in the

want ads with those suggested by the Job Service

office.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

32. Check on the differences in pay, fringe benefits,

and tasks required for the same kind of job at

different places.

A. First choice
B. Second choice
C. Third choice
D. Fourth choice

47-R

Turn to the next page and go
right on with Inventory IX (9).

INVENTORY IX (9) REVISED QUESTIONS

DIRECTIONS:

The following paragraphs or statements represent things that
people consider to be important to their way of life. These
statements are grouped into sets of three. This is what you
are asked to do:

Examine each set. Within each set, find the one statement
of the three that represents what you consider to be the
most important to you.

Next, decide which one of these statements represents what
you consider to be least important to you.

For every set, you will mark one statement as representing
what is most important (A) to you, one statement as repre-
senting what is least important (B) to you, and you will
leave one statement unmarked.

EXAMPLE A: You are planning to buy some new clothes for a
long vacation trip. You would:

1. Consult your parents) 1pr sister(s) or
brother(s)J on what to buy.

A. MOST B. LEAST

2. Make your own decision on what to buy.

A. MOST B. LEAST

3. Ask your friends about what to buy.

A. MOST B. LEAST

51-R
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INVENTORY 1X (9) REVISED QUESTIONS

A. As a parent, with three children at home, you are about
to he evicted from the apartment that you have rented
for the past ten years. In order to solve your problem,
you would:

46. Ask your married childrenDor sister(s) or brother(s)3
for help.

. MOST B. LEAST

47. Ask the members of your church group for advice and
help.

A. MOST B. LEAST

48. Realize that no one can really help you and decide
to solve your problem on your own.

A. MOST B. LEAST

B. You are having more and more frequent arguments and en-
counters with another student in school. You realize
that a fight cannot be avoided. You would:

49. Talk to your best friends about what you should do.

A. MOST B. LEAST

50. Decide for yourself about what to do and even fight
if necessary.

A. MOST B. LEAST

51. Talk to your parent(s) at home and take this advice.

A. MOST B. LEAST

NOTE:

If you do not have an A-B-BLANK response pattern for each
set of three items, you made an error. Please consult the
test proctor before proceeding if you have an incorrect
pattern.

Turn to the next page.

INVENTORY IX (9)

C. You are a student at a local post high educational insti-
tution. A number of the students are planning to go out
on strike to protest "an inadequate educational system."
Other students are not supporting the strike. You would:

52. Weigh the positive and negative arguments for the
strike and make up your own mind.

. MOST B. LEAST

53. Call your parent(s) [((or brother(s) or sister(saand
ask for advice.

A. MOST B. LEAST

54. Discuss the proposed strike with your friends and
follow their advice.

A. MOST B. LEAST

D. You need a car to get to your new job. You go to a used
car dealer with some of your friends and one of your
parents. Your parent wants you to buy one car, and your
friends urge you to buy a different one, and you are
thinking about a third one. You would:

55. Buy what your parent suggests.

A. MOST B.- LEAST

56. Buy what you are thinking about.

A. MOST B. LEAST

57. Buy what your friends are telling you to get.

A. MOST B. LEAST

Turn to the next page.
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INVENTORY IX (9) REVISED QUESTIONS INVENTORY VIII (8) REVISED QUESTIONS

E. Your church has been urging the congregetioo to boycott DIRECTIONS:
some merchants for unfair sales and hiring practices.
You and your spouse have shopped at the stores for years, The following inventory is untimed.
and some of the merchants have been fairly nice to you.
Your spouse does not want your family members to go with- Work quickly and mark the first answer that comes to you.
out the things they get at the stores. However, the rest
of the congregation members all side with the church. YOUR FIRST IMPRESSION IS IMPORTANT!
What would you do to make your decision?

Do not spend a lot of time on any one question.
58. Use your family's feelings to determine your decision.

Fill in the space on the answer sheet under the proper letter
A. MOST B. LEAST according to the following code:

59. Use the wishes and goals of the church members to A. Usually
influence your decision and actions. B. Sometimes

C. Seldom
A. MOST B. LEAST D. Never

60. Weigh the situation and make a decision based on your
individual experiences.

A. MOST B. LEAST

G. 64. To stick close to the standards developed in my family.

A. MOST B. LEAST

65. To stick firmly to my own opinions and beliefs.

A. MOST B. LEAST

66. To stick to the beliefs of my associates and classmates.

A. MOST B. LEAST

Turn to the next page and go right
on to Inventory VIII (8).

EXAMPLE:

I would make a good athlete.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

Turn to the next page.
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INVENTORY VIII (8) REVISED QUESTIONS

77. I wait for an invitation to be seated when
a call in my supervisor's office.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D.

making

Never

84. I play some type of musical instrument.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

93. I can use a typewriter adequately.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

95. I make or can make minor repairs in the

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom

home.

D. Never

107. I would make a good salesperson.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

INVENTORY VII (7) REVISED QUESTIONS

136. I can effectively illustrate the behavior of a
well-known person using various movements and
actions.

A. Usually B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

STOP Take your Inventory materials to the proctor.


